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Ágrip 
Menningarleg breyting Íslendinga við kristnitöku skapaði stutt tímabil þar sem ríkti friður milli 

kristinna manna og norrænna þjóða fyrir kristnina. Á þeim tíma sem frumkristnir Íslendingar 

urðu að byggja upp sitt eigið kirkjulegt kerfi meðan þeir bjuggu í samfélagi sem enn þekkti til 

heiðinna venju. Það er verulegur skortur á fræðslu varðandi „samskipti“ trúarbragða tveggja, 

sérstaklega varðandi áhrif íslenskrar kristni á þróun hennar. Þetta verkefni miðar að því að meta 

að hve miklu leyti norræna „kristin trú“ hefur áhrif á þróun frumkristninnar á Íslandi, 

sérstaklega hvað varðar efnislega menningu þeirra. Efnismenning trúarbragða kemur best fram 

í helgisiði þeirra og verkfærum. Rannsóknirnar eru skipulagðar í þremur köflum, norrænni 

kristniboðs klæðnaði (700-1100e.Kr), evrópskum kristilegum klæðnaði (700-1100 e.Kr) og 

frum íslenskum kristnum helgisiðum (1100-1500 e.Kr). Þetta verkefni miðar að því að taka 

þverfaglega nálgun þar sem rannsakað er bæði úr bókmenntalegum og fornleifafræðilegum 

heimildum. Sérstök athygli er lögð á listræna greiningu á fornleifarannsóknum og 

frásagnarsamhengi í bókmenntagögnum. Þetta verkefni leggur til að frumkristnir Íslendingar 

stílfræðilega hefðu þróast íhaldssamari til að bregðast við norrænum forkristnum venjum. 
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Abstract 
Iceland’s inculturative conversion to Christanity created a short period of time in which there 

was relative peace between Christians and Nordic pre-Christain peoples. During which Early 

Christian Icelanders had to build their own ecclesiastical system whilst living amongst a 

community still familiar with pre-Christian practices. There is a significant lack of 

scholarship concerning the “interactions” between the two religions, especially regarding to 

how Icelandic Christianity was affected during its development. This project aims to assess 

the degree to which the Nordic pre-Christian ‘religion’ affected the development of early 

Christianity in Iceland, especially in regards to their material culture. A religion’s material 

culture is best represented in their ritual wear and tools. Research is organized into three 

sections, Nordic pre-Christian ritual wear (700-1100CE), European Christian Vestments 

(700-1100CE), and Early Icelandic Christian ritual wear (1100-1500CE). This projects aims 

to take an interdisciplinary approach, researching from both literary and archeological 

sources. Special attention is paid to artistic analysis of archaeological evidence and narrative 

context in literary evidence. This project propses that early Christian Icelanders stylistically 

had developed more conservatively in response to Nordic pre-Christian practices 
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1 Chapter I: Introduction 

 As with most things concerning Iceland, their conversion to Christianity can be 

described as unique. Briefly, the proposal of Iceland s conversion to Christianity was brought 

to the Alþingi in the summer of 1000 C.E. due to pressure from the Norwegian King Ólaf 

Tryggvasson. Law speaker Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði meditated on the decision for a whole 

day before finally deciding that all of Iceland was to convert to Christianity.1 Compared to 

the Christianization of Scandinavia, which was largely a forceful and long-term affair.2 

Iceland s conversion was a primarily diplomatic and peaceful decision made to ensure the 

establishment of a single nationality.3 While this event lawfully marked the end of pre-

Christian practices in Iceland, it did little in the way of actually converting the country s 

entire population to Christianity at once. 

 With this mindset, there was a more relaxed nature in which Icelanders actually 

converted to the Christian faith. As part of the decision, three concessions were made to the 

Nordic pre-Christian pagans to make the conversion agreement easier. The author of 

the Íslendingabók, Ari Þorgilsson, describes the compromise as follows: 

 

“Þá vas þat mælt í lǫgum, at allir menn skyldi kristnir vesa ok skírn taka, þeir es áðr 

váru óskírðir á landi hér; en of barnaútburð skyldu standa en fornu lǫg ok of 

hrossakjǫtsát. Skyldu menn blóta á laun, ef vildu en varða fjǫrbaugsgarðr, ef váttum 

of kvæmi við.4 

  

 It was then spoken in laws, that all men should be Christian and take baptism, those 

who those who already were unbaptized on land here; but child-exposure should stand 

as ancient laws and of horsemeat. Should men sacrifice secretly, if they wanted to, if 

witness of come with.   

 

 

 
1 For a more in-depth overview of the conversion, see Jenny Jochens, "Late and Peaceful: Iceland's 

Conversion Through Arbitration in 1000." Speculum 74, no. 3 (1999): 621 
2 For a further reading, see Anders Winroth, The Conversion of Scandinavia: Vikings, Merchants, and 
Missionaries in the Remaking of Northern Europe (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2012)  
3 Margaret Clunies Ross, Old Icelandic Literature and Society. (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2000) page 116-117  
4 Jakob Benediktsson, ed, slendingab k in slenzk fornrit I (Reykjav k: Hið i lenzka fornritaf lag, 

1986), 17. 
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 In summary, this meant that Icelandic pre-Christian pagans could still practice the 

exposure of newborn children, eating horse meat, and making sacrifices, but only in secrecy. 

In return for keeping these practices, all non-Christian peoples had to be baptized. 

Essentially, the Icelandic pagans could continue their practices in secrecy and live peacefully 

amongst the growing Christian community. This inculturative conversion created an 

interesting period of time in which there was relative peace between Christians and Nordic 

pre-Christian peoples. 

 Early Christian Icelanders had to build their own ecclesiastical system within this 

period of time whilst living amongst a community still familiar with pre-Christian practices.5 

With any mass religious conversion, there is less of a focus on changing the individual's 

beliefs and more of an emphasis on changing social practices.6 Scholar Nora Berend states, 

[ritual] was a paramount issue in early medieval Christianity, with its focus on public 

rituals”.7 This focus on group ritual emphasizes group solidarity, and thus, Christianity forms 

a stronger relationship with its followers.   

 Another significant characteristic of medieval Christianization is the depaganisation

of non-Christian cultures.8 As its name entails, it was the removal of pagan practices and their 

material culture. This can happen either with the adoption of pagan customs into Christianity 

(arguably a form of cultural spolia)9 or localized Christian customs adapted in response to 

localized pagan practices, usually in an effort to distance themselves. This means that 

Christianity in Iceland had to stylistically develop in a matter that appeared distinct and 

singular. Since Iceland is so removed from the rest of Europe, it had a weaker guide of 

Christian influence when compared with that of local pagan influences. 

 Due to this temporal window of peace and the interactions between the two 

religions, did early Icelandic Christianity develop more in response to Nordic pre-Christian 

pagan practices than from foreign European Christian influences? More so, is this stylistic 

change represented within corresponding material culture? 

 
5 Orri V steinsson, The Christianization of Iceland: Priest, Power, and Social Change 1000-1300 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 4. 
6 Nora Berend, Christianization and the Rise of Christian Monarchy: Scandinavia, Central Europe 

and Rus' C.900–1200 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 3.  
7 Berend, 4.  
8 Alexandra Sanmark, Power and Conversion. A Comparative Study of Christianization in 
Scandinavia (Uppsala: Universitetstryckeriet Ekonomikum, 2004), 31. 
9 “Spolia” being an art history term for the repurposing of material from one art piece into another, 

this is primarily used in reference to architecture.   
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 So what material culture could represent the interactions between two seemly 

opposing religions ? As previously mentioned, early forms of medieval Christianity relied 

heavily on group rituals. Ritual is notoriously tricky to define and difficult to attribute to 

broad concepts and situations. Instead, it is easier to attribute degrees of ritualization, which 

are characteristics of ritual. Scholars like Grimes and Bell have developed these systems to 

make the categorization of special situations easier to classify as ritual or not.10 One of these 

degrees is the amount of stylization applied to the supposed ritual. In terms of analyzing 

rituals from history, the degree of stylization is best represented with material culture. 

Regardless of the type, there is a need for material culture within ritual, most commonly in 

the form of clothes and tools.11 In a generalized sense, ritual clothing and tools aid in the 

transformation of ritual setting and the identification of ritual specialists, those qualified 

people who conduct the ritual performance. 

 

1.1 Project Structure 

 In terms of this project, did early Christian Icelandic ritual wear develop stylistically 

unique from European Christian ritual wear due to its localized interaction with pre-Christian 

pagan practices? For the sake of simplicity, I have organized my thesis into three sections in 

order to track and compare the evidence for analysis clearly. Each section pertains to an 

outlined type of ritual wear and will discuss materials from their corresponding period time 

and geographical location. The first section examines Nordic pre-Christian ritual wear, 

specifically magical staffs, masks, and rings. This section will be discussing evidence 

primarily sourced from Nordic countries dating from the eighth century to the early twelfth 

century. This period in time roughly corresponds with the Viking Age, in which Nordic pre-

Christian practices were at their supposed height and had often interacted with Christianity. 

The second section will examine European Christian ritual wear from the same time period, 

focusing on liturgical vestments and croziers. This section will serve as a benchmark for 

comparison similar ritual wear in Iceland. Finally, the last section will of the project is ritual 

 
10 see  Ronald Grimes, Religion, Ritual, and Performance”, Religion, Theatre, and Performance: 

Acts of Faith, ed. Lance Gharavi, (New York: Routledge, 2012), and Catherine Bell, Ritual Theory, 

Ritual Practice (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992) 
11Ronald Grimes, Ritual”, Material Religion: The Journal of Objects, Art and Belief. Special issue: 

Key Words in Material Religion, vol.7, issue 1 (2015): 77-83 
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wear from early Christian Iceland. This will cover surviving liturgical vestments and croziers 

from the early eleventh century.  

 

1.2 Sources 

 This will be an interdisciplinary approach to the stylistic analysis of ritual wear. Each 

section will have an analysis of written and archaeological sources. Anyone familiar with 

medieval Icelandic literature knows that they are not known for their in-depth attention to 

detail. I would describe their literary style can be described as stark, detached, and often 

narratively simplistic, but this is not its detriment. In instances where visual descriptive 

details are mentioned, they are done so to emphasize their importance within the narrative. 

For a majority of the writing, visually describing things was not a significant priority to the 

saga writers. Thus, instances of clothing descriptions are few and far between, especially so 

for Christian ritual wear. However, when they are present, they hold significance within the 

story.  

 It is necessary to mention that all medieval Icelandic literature was recorded after the 

Christianization of Iceland in 1000 C.E., nearly two-hundred years later, in the twelfth and 

thirteenth centuries.12 This means that regardless of the temporal setting of the narrative, the 

sagas were recorded by those who had practiced Christianity. However, this does not entirely 

negate the involvement and appearance of Nordic pre-Christain practices and customs present 

within the narrative. Concisely put, it is theorized that most of medieval Icelandic literature is 

a written record of oral traditions passed down from centuries beforehand.13 Anne Heinrichs 

describes this writing as [in a] highly developed state in the thirtieth century it was imbued 

with Christain culture but retained reminiscences of the heathen past.”14 The quotes discussed 

in the subsequent segment of this chapter must be digested with this information in mind. 

Although they may present Nordic pre-Christain traditions and practices, they do not 

accurately represent views and customs from a pre-Christian contemporary. Two hundred 

years is a vast amount of time to misremember and inaccurately record history. However, 

 
12 Vésteinn Ólason, Family Sagas,” in A Companion to Old Norse-Icelandic Literature and Culture, 

ed. Rory McTurk (Malden: Blackwell Publishing, 2005), 102.  
13Gísli Sigurðsson, The Medieval Icelandic Saga and Oral Tradition: A Discourse on Method, Trans. 

Nicholas Jones. Milman Parry Collection of Oral Literature 2, (Cambridge,  Milman Parry Collection 

of Oral Literature, 2004), 27 
14 Anne Heinrichs, The Search for Identity: A Problem after the Conversion”, Alvíssmál: 

Forschungen zur mittelalterlichen Kultur Skandinaviens 3, (1992): 43 
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with that in mind, these surviving sagas are all the literary data that exists from medieval 

Iceland, and thus we must work with what is available. 

 As for archaeological evidence, there is less of a sense of source criticism and more of 

source speculation. As per the nature of some artifacts, it is challenging to 100% positively 

identify an object; this is especially so with objects that involve artistic imagery and 

elements.15 For this project, I will be using several methodologies in my analysis of artifacts, 

primarily art history, as it best discusses and assesses stylization. It is common practice in 

archaeology to consider artifacts an unbiased source in the study of history, as opposed to 

written sources that are innately biased.16 Rather, material culture reflects a culture's needs 

and wants and is inherently created for biased purposes. By studying text and material culture 

in tandem, not weighing the value of one source over that of another, we begin to create a 

better-rounded image of the past.17 However, it has become increasing rare to find and 

preserve objects from the Viking age. The objects discussed in this projects do not represent 

the entirety of material from their contemporary. As with the sagas, there are details and 

information lost to time. However It is not our jobs as historians to extrapolate information 

from the lack of data, rather it is to discuss what data is available, in order to learn form the 

past.  

 While there is vast number research and scholarship concerning the Christianization 

of Iceland and Scandinavia.18 I have not come across scholarship  concerning the ritual wear 

of either pre-Christain practices or early Christianity in Iceland. I hope this project can fill in 

the gaps for this area of research.  

  

 
15 see Neil Price, What s in a Name? An Archaeological Identity Crisis for the Norse Gods (and 

Some of their Friends)”, in A. Andrén, K. Jennbert & C. Raudvere (ed.) Old Norse Religion in Long-

Term Perspectives: Origins, Changes, and Interactions. An International Conference in Lund, 
Sweden, June 3-7 (2004): 179–83 
16 John Moreland, Archaeology and Texts: Subservience or Enlightenment.” Annual Review of 

Anthropology 35, no. 1 (2006): 143 
17 Moreland, 159 
18 see Anne-Sofie Gr slund, The Conversion of Scandinavia – A Sudden Event or Gradual Process? , 

Archaeological Review from Cambridge, 17.2 (2000), 83–98; Robert Bartlett, From Paganism to 

Christianity in Medieval Europe , in Christianization and the Rise of the Christian Monarchy, ed. 

Berend (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 47–72; Birgit Sawyer and Peter Sawyer, 

Scandinavia Enters Christian Europe.” Chapter. In The Cambridge History of Scandinavia, ed. Knut 

Helle (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 147–59; Dag Strömbäck, The conversion of 

Iceland : a survey, vol. 6 (London: Viking Society for Northern Research, University College, 
London, 1975) and previously mentioned works by Anne Heinrichs (1992), Alexandra Sanmark 

(2004), Nora Berend (2007), Orri V steinsson (2000), Jenny Jochens (1999), and Anders Winroth 

(2012) 
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2 Chapter II: Nordic Pre-Christian Ritual Wear: 700-1100 C.E. 

2.1 Introduction to Pre-Christian Religion 

 One of the core concepts inherent to the Viking age culture is the coexistence of 

magic and religion. From our modern perspective, magic and religion are complicated and 

sometimes opposing concepts, but in pre-Christian culture were considered inseparable 

within their reality. With both magic and religion somewhat performative in nature, where 

does ritual sit within the Nordic pre-Christian world? 

 Firstly, the ‘Old Norse religion’ is technically not defined as a religion by our modern 

definition. It did not have a centralized system with a standardized dogma of worship.19 The 

idea of labeling the concept as a ‘religion’ is an inappropriate methodology to academically 

discuss the topic. It projects the institutionalized modern definition of religion onto 

something that existed before organized religion. Alternatively, approaching the topic from 

an emic methodology provides a more cohesive definition without invoking unrelated and 

confusing abstract concepts.20 Within literature the Viking age peoples had referred to their 

‘religious’ practices as síðr, custom.21 As anachronistic as the literary sources are, referring to 

‘Old Norse religion’ practices as a custom demonstrates the intrinsic relationship Viking age 

people had with their traditions and practices. Scholar Andreas Nordberg provides an 

excellent summary to this issue of definition; “My suggestion is, that the polytheistic lived 

religion in Late Iron Age and Viking Age Scandinavia was not a uniform or homogeneous 

system, either in the society as a whole or in the individual people s cognitive arrangement of 

religious beliefs and behavior. Rather, religion was an integrated part of people s daily life, 

and thus to a great extent formed (and transformed) by their day-to-day livelihoods, 

subsistence and affiliation to social groups.22 

 
19 Stefan Brink, How Uniform Was the Old Norse Religion?”, in Learning and Understanding in the 

Old Norse World: Essays in Honour of Margaret Clunies Ross, ed. Judy Quinn, Kate Heslop, and 

Tarrin Wills (Turnhout: Turnhout Brepols 2007), 106.  
20 Luke John Murphy, Towards a Phrasebook of Methodology in Viking Studies: A Perspective from 

the Study of Religion”, The Retrospective Methods Network Newsletter 15 (2020): 9.  
21 Andreas Nordberg, Old Customs : The Vernacular Word siðr and Its Cognates in the Study of 

(Lived) Religion in Viking and Medieval Scandinavia”, Temenos, vol. 54, no. 2 (2018): 129. 
22 Andreas Nordberg, Configurations of Religion in Late Iron Age and Viking Age Scandinavia” in 

Myth, Materiality and Lived Religion, ed.  Klas Wikström af Edholm, Peter Jackson Rova, Andreas 
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 Nordberg is suggesting that the Old Norse religion” as we know it today was not 

considered such in its contemporary because it was intrinsically connected to everyday life, 

relating partly to a culture. Due to this overlap in concepts, defining the Nordic pre-Christian 

religion as a folk religion or a lived religion is academically accepted. Nordberg uses the term 

lived religion because it separates the anachronistic view of institutionalized religion (such 

as Christianity) from the cultural complexity of the pre-Christian Nordic religion.23 I am 

inclined to agree with this terminology because it perfectly defines the relationship people of 

the Viking age had towards their concept of divinity and the supernatural. For this project, I 

will be referring to the Nordic Pre-Christian religion as a lived religion and thus 

incomparable to our modern definition of religion.  

 Since the lived religion enveloped nearly all aspects of everyday life, so had the 

concept and universal acceptance of magic. The Nordic pre-Christian religion is helped 

characterized by its frequent interactions with the supernatural and 'divine,' often involving 

humans sorcerers, those that practice magic. Scholar Neil Price describes the connection 

between Nordic pre-Christian religion and magic as, “Firstly, there seems to have been a very 

precise vocabulary of sorcery, encompassing its forms, functions, practice and practitioners. 

Secondly, through intimate links with divinities such as Óðinn and Freyja, …the whole 

structure of sorcery was interlaced with that of cult.”24 

 By defining the relationship as cult, Neil suggests that the practice of magic was 

conducted within a group setting. As magic is inherently performative in nature, it is then 

intrinsically related to ritual.25 Since the Nordic pre-Christian religion is considered both a 

culture and a religion, there is no need to create distinctions between magic and religious 

types of rituals.  

 There are several different types of magic within Old Norse literature, all of which are 

defined by their ritual practices.26 The most common type of sorcery is that of seiðr, which 

deals primarily with divination and the summoning of supernatural beings.27 While there is 

 
Nordberg, Olof Sundqvist and Torun Zachrisson (Stockholm: Stockholm University Press, 2019), 

359.  
23 Nordberg (2019), 389 
24 Neil Price, The Viking way: Religion and War in Late Iron Age Scandinavia (Oxford: Oxbow 

Books, 2007) 64.  
25 Stephen Mitchell, Witchcraft and Magic in the Nordic Middle Ages (Philadelphia: University of 

Pennsylvania Press, 2011), 49. 
26 Price, 65 
27 John Lindow, Norse Mythology: A Guide to the Gods, Heroes, Rituals, and Beliefs (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2002), 365. 
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no standardization, most seiðr rituals discussed in literature were commonly conducted in a 

group setting with a single ritual specialist and sometimes a few assistants.28 For the purposes 

of this project, I will be focusing on group rituals due to their highly performative nature and 

their need for a ritual specialist. Group rituals are more likely to employ the use of ritual 

clothing as they aid in the identification of the ritual specialist and the performative aspects of 

the ritual. In terms of seiðr, the ritual specialists were usually women, but both genders could 

practice seiðr and were most often referred to as vǫlva, 

seiðkrona/seiðmaðr, and spákona/spámaðr.29 

 As with the following chapters in this project, this is an interdisciplinary approach to 

analysis and will utilize both literary and archaeological evidence. It is crucial to understand 

and evaluate the source criticism for both methodologies. All Medieval Icelandic literature is 

written from an anachronistic perspective and thus cannot be considered accurate historical 

data to the events they describe. Despite this, they are the only surviving written sources from 

their time. While we cannot determine their inaccuracy of history, its anachronistic 

perspective can reveal contemporary attitudes towards pre-Christian practices from early 

Christian Icelanders. 

On the other hand, archaeological evidence is interpretive in nature. Artifacts are rarely, if 

never, found labeled with information about what they are and how they were used. It is a 

common habit in archaeology to define challenging to interpret objects as religious in 

nature.30 While I disagree with this passive form of categorization, I believe some of the 

following objects in this chapter are related to Nordic pre-Christian ritual. These theories are 

based on the context in which the objects were found, their degree of stylization, and their 

relationship with literary evidence.  

 Since this lived religion is idiosyncratic in nature, it is impossible to expect any form 

of standardization. The vast variations of practices throughout the pre-Christian Nordic 

counties make categorizing, comparing, and analyzing extremely difficult. Since the lived 

religion had no degree of standardization, there is no reason to assume that there was a 

standardization of ritual wear.  

 
28 Catharina Raudvere, Popular Religion in the Viking Age” in The Viking World, ed. Stefan Brink 

and Neil Price (London: Routledge, 2008), 237.  
29 Mitchell, 59 
30 see Neil Price, What s in a Name? An Archaeological Identity Crisis for the Norse Gods (and 

Some of their Friends)”, in A. Andrén, K. Jennbert & C. Raudvere (ed.) Old Norse Religion in Long-

Term Perspectives: Origins, Changes, and Interactions. An International Conference in Lund, 

Sweden, June 3-7 (2004): 179–83 
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2.2 Masks and Headgear  

 Ritual and drama have many overlapping elements of performance; a performance 

space, performers, an audience, and liminality.31 At the beginning of any ritual, there is a 

transformation from the mundane into the sacred. Ritual clothing aids in this transformation 

of setting, turning the ordinary individual into the ritual specialist and preparing the audience 

for the ritual performance.32 Scholar Terry Gunnell suggests that these concepts (ritual and 

drama) where not mutually exclusive in the pre-Christain Nordic world. Ritual drama is the 

idea that ritual specialists performed as actor, where they play a character or being. In terms 

of material culture this is best represented in costume garments like masks and headgear.33  

 From a theatrical perspective, masks and headgear are some of the most distinct 

garments used in transformation. Covering the face removes the primary locus of a body s 

identity; for anyone watching the mask wearer, their identity is replaced with that of the 

mask. Gunnell affirms this “transformative” power of masks: In cases where the mask is 

seen as having some religious power, wearing it brings the performer into direct contact with 

another world, … the masked figures have the potential power to take us with them into a 

liminal state where other rules apply than those we expect in daily life.”34 

 Nevertheless, did ritual specialists in pre-Christian Scandinavia use masks? As 

inconvenient as this is to accept, there is very little evidence to indicate such a connection. In 

the entirety of Old Norse literature, there is no mention of masks within a ritual setting. The 

most substantial evidence of masks used within a pre-Christian ritual context is found in the 

Oseberg tapestries (current housed in the Viking Ship Museum, Oslo).  

 
31 Ronald Grimes, Ritual”, Material Religion: The Journal of Objects, Art and Belief. Special issue: 

Key Words in Material Religion, vol.7, issue 1 (2015): 28.  
32 Grimes, 32 
33 Terry Gunnell, The Origins of Drama in Scandinavia (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1995), 18 
34 Terry Gunnell, Masks and Performance in the Early Nordic World”, in Masken der Vorseit in 

Europa (II): International Tagung vom 19, (2012): 191.  
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 The Oseberg ship burial contains some of 

the best preserved art artifacts ever found from 

Viking Age Scandinavia. Dated from the mid-

ninth century, the legible” fragments of tapestry 

depict scenes of ritual.35  They seem to portray 

scenes of human sacrifice, ritual processions, and 

costumed figures, most likely connected to the 

funeral of those buried within the ship. A few 

fragments contain imagery of people with 

animal heads, several of boars, and one of a bird 

(fig. 1). These figures are thought to depict 

women, as indicated by their long dress-shaped 

bodies, and to be wearing masks or headgear since their animal characteristics only pertain to 

their heads.36 While they are not indicated to be ritual leaders, their costumed presence 

signifies them as performers of ritual. 

 Featured in several tapestry fragments is the image of a man with weapon(s) in hand, 

usually having one missing or damaged eye and wearing horned headgear similar to the 

modern trivialized Viking stereotype. This particular figure is seen most prominently on the 

two largest and best-preserved tapestry fragments; those depicting the funeral procession (fig. 

2).The horned man is depicted at the front of the parade, indicating his role as the ritual 

specialist/leader.  

 
35 For a deeper discussion on the dating of the Oseb burial, see Niels Bonde and Arne Emil 

Christensen. 1993. Dendrochronological Dating of the Viking Age Ship Burials at Oseberg, Gokstad 

and Tune, Norway.” Antiquity 67 (256). Cambridge University Press: 575–83. 
36 Gunnell (2012), 188 

Fig. 1, Oseberg Tapestry, masked female figures: 

illustrated by Mary Storm, with circle edit by 

Chandler Martin 
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 In fact, this figure is seen very often through Iron and Viking age art. Scholar Terry 

Gunnell seems to think of them as a motif, The horned figure, whoever he is meant to be 

(perhaps a version of the god Óðinn — or more likely someone performing his role), was 

clearly comparatively well-known across a wide area of territory at this time: he reappears on 

helmet plates on the Sutton Hoo helmet,…on a belt buckle from finglesham in Anglo-Saxon 

England; and other figures from several Germanic sites.”37 This repetition of figures implies 

that this particular type of mask or headgear was frequently associated with rituals throughout 

the Nordic pre-Christian world.  

 Gunnel specifically mentions an artifact known as the Sutton Hoo helmet, which was 

found by archaeologists Basil Brown and Rupert Bruce-Mitford in the infamous 1939 

excavation of an early seventh century Anglo-Saxon ship burial (The British Museum, 

1939,1010.93).38 The helmet is composed of a cap covering the top of the head, cheek pieces, 

a mask covering the mouth and nose, and a neck piece on the back of the head (fig. 3). Each 

component is covered with tinned bronze sheeting with relief sculpture designs. Imagery of 

the possibly ‘Odinic’ motif is featured several times on the cap and cheek pieces of the 

 
37 Gunnell (2012), 189 
38 Bruce Mitford, The Sutton Hoo Ship-Burial: A Handbook (London : Trustees of the British 

Museum, 1968), 15 

Fig. 2, Oseberg Tapestry Reconstruction, illustrated 

by Mary Storm, with circle edit by Chandler Martin 
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helmet, depicted to be holding and surround by spears and swords whilst in motion, possibly 

dancing. While the imagery on the helmet may depict ritual, was the helmet itself ritual wear? 

 Despite it being a helmet, I do not believe this object was made with combat in mind. 

Besides the plethora of imagery, there are certain features of the object that are nearly 

theatrical in nature. The most centralized and best preserved fragments of the helmet is the 

zoomorphic brow and nose piece that connects the mask and cap of the helmet together. 

Shaped to look like a bird, the nose of the mask forms its body with its head pointed up above 

the mask’s eyes holes and its tail feathers creating a mustache shape right above the mouth of 

the mask (fig.4). The wings are formed by the eyebrow shapes above the eye holes of the 

mask. Along the bottom of each eyebrow/wing is a row of inlaid rubies, which are thinly cut 

and set onto a textured gold or silver background. This is called cloisonné technique and it 

enhanced the luster and reflective ability of the gems.39 This method of jewelry making was 

present in all other gemmed artifacts from the Sutton Hoo burial except for the left eyebrow 

wing of the helmet.40 

  Scholar Neil Price suggests this was an intentional feature that caused a dramatic 

effect when you considered the object in its contemporary.41 In a well lit setting, such as a 

museum or broad daylight the rubies on the eyebrow wings look nearly identical. However, 

 
39 Neil Price and Paul Mortimer. An Eye for Odin? Divine Role-Playing in the Age of Sutton Hoo.” 

European Journal of Archaeology 17, no. 3 (2014): 520. 
40 Price and Mortimer, 521 
41 Price and Mortimer, 523 

Fig 3, The Sutton Hoo Helmet Fig 4, Sutton Hoo Helmet; Brow detail  
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Neil proposes that the helmet was more likely used inside, where light was more easily 

controlled. In a dimly lit environment with a single source of light, say a Viking age hall with 

a fireplace, only rubies from the right eye would reflect light. When viewed in this setting the 

helmet’s theatrical effect presents the wearer as a one-eyed character similar to the horned 

figure motif previously mentioned. These details are too artistically complex to suggest the 

helmets usage as practical armor. I believe the helmet features such a degree of stylization 

that it could be considered ritual wear, specifically for ritual drama.  

 However there are issues with its relationship to Nordic pre-Christain practices. The 

Sutton Hoo burial is located in Suffolk, England, and is thought to have been the grave of 

King Rædwald of East Anglia.42 While the helmet features Nordic styles and motifs, such as 

Vendel art style imagery, the horned figure motif, the ‘Odinic' one-eyed man motif, and the 

mask piece. Other artistic features reflect styles similar to those of Late Roman helmets, 

namely its shiny silver appearance and cheek pieces.43 While we cannot classify the helmet as 

a Nordic in origin, it does represent pre-Christain Nordic influences in seventh century 

Anglo-Saxon culture. Thus further attributing masks and headgear as a possible type of ritual 

wear. 

 However, there is a significant lack of 

archaeological finds of actual horned helmets from the pre-

Christain Nordic world. The most relevant finding is a pair 

of horned helmets found in Veksø in Zealand, Denmark 

(fig. 5, Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen, CC-BY-SA). They 

moderately resemble the shape of those depicted on the 

tapestry and are highly decorated, implying their usage in 

ritual. However, the object is dated from the Bronze age, a 

few thousand years before the Viking age.44 This gap of 

time is too extensive to draw significant conclusions.  

 In the end, I am reluctant but willing to classify 

masks and headgear as a type of pre-Christian ritual wear. 

What concerns me most is its nonexistence in literature, 

 
42 Mitford, 52 
43 Colin McGarry, The Sutton Hoo Helmet: Scandinavian and Roman Origins”, (project for 

undergraduate upper-level course, University College Cork), 18.  
44 Helle Vandkilde, "Bronze Age Voyaging and Cosmologies in the Making: the Helmets from Viksø 

Revisted”, in Counterpoint: Essays in Archaeology and Heritage Studies in Honour of Professor 

Kristian Kristiansen (Oxford: Archaeopress, 2013), 165 

Fig 5, Veksø Helmet  
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but I am inclined to ignore this absence based on literature's anachronistic nature. As for 

actual horned headgear in archaeology, the evidence for its usage in the Viking age is too 

fragmented to conclude. However, I am open to the theory that ritual headgear had to be 

disposed of in a ritual manner (similar to magical staffs, which will be discussed later in this 

chapter). Thus the remains could have been purposely destroyed. I think the prevalence and 

popularity of the art motif of ritual masks and headgear is evidence enough to strongly 

consider them as a type of ritual wear in Nordic pre-Christian religion. 

 

2.3 Rings 

 A common motif in Viking age literature is the swearing of oaths on rings. They are 

often referred to as stallahringr, hringr, or baugrand, and are usually only briefly mentioned 

in passing. Their most notable appearances are from family sagas, namely, Kjalnesinga saga, 

Eyrbyggja saga, and Víga-Glúms saga.45 Within the literature, oath rings are usually either 

gifted by a person of power to someone who vows loyalty to them or sworn on to ensure truth 

in a statement.46 Beside being an object of value gifted and then sworn on, rings are not 

explicitly connected to religious or magical rituals in literature. Instead, they seem more of a 

social ritual that had turned into a literary motif in saga literature. 47 

 As for archaeological evidence, rings are arguably the most common form of jewelry 

in the Viking age Nordic world. They can be found in many archaeological sources, 

especially burials and hoards. The most typical of which are arm rings, which appear in a 

large variety of styles and materials. The most considerable quantity of rings are usually 

found in hoards, large Viking age deposits of treasure, like silver and gold coins, rings, and 

jewelry. The most notable of which are those found in Tissø, Denmark, a Viking age cult site. 

Here rings were found within the neighboring body of water, indicating their disposal as an 

offering or sacrifice.48 But this is not the case of all instances of rings found in hoards. Silver 

hoards found in Terslev and Duesminde, Denmark contain collections of rings along with 

Arabic coins and silver. This indicates the rings usage as not just an item of honor but as an 

 
45 Luke John Murphy, Continuity and Change: Forms of Liminality in the Sacred Social Spaces of the 

Pre-Christian Nordic World , in Viking and Medieval Scandinavia 12 (2016): 153 
46 Olof Sundqvist, "10 Rulers, Rings and Rituals—From Svetjud to Iceland and Back Again". In An 

Arena for Higher Powers, (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2016), 376.  
47 Murphy, 153 
48 Yosef Garfinkel, Ritual Burial of Cultic Objects: The Earliest Evidence.” Cambridge 

Archaeological Journal vol. 4, Issue 2, (1994). Cambridge University Press: 159 
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item of material wealth. As for their connection to ritual, there is not enough evidence to 

consider them as a type of ritual wear in Nordic pre-Christian practices. While they may not 

be connected to ritual, they are a material byproduct of the honor and gift-giving culture 

inherent in Viking society. Finally, despite their commonality, they are severely under-

researched in academia. 49  

 

 

2.4 Magical Staffs 

2.4.1 Magical Staffs in Literature  

 Overwhelmingly, a magic staff is the most common object associated with Nordic 

pre-Christian ritual activities, especially in connection with seiðr. From the corpus of 

literature we can determine that there are several different types of magical staffs. The most 

common of which are referred to as stafr and seiðrstafr.50 We will be analyzing two quotes in 

particular, chosen because they are the only quotes that discuss magical ritual wear and tools. 

 The most famous of seiðr mentions is that of Þorbjorg Lítilvölva in Eiríks saga rauða. 

This saga was written recored in two versions from two different centuries; Hauksbók in the 

fourteenth century and Skálholtsbók in the fiftieth century. The versions vary in details, but 

they are both are the saga of Norse exploration of Vinland and the settlements of Greenland 

around 100 C.E.51 The following passage is set towards the beginning of the saga. One of the 

main characters, Guðríð, has recently come to the Greenlandic settlement of Herjólfsnes, who 

had recently fallen on hard times. In efforts to ease their suffering, they invite a vǫlva to 

prophesize their future.  

 

“En er hon kom um kveldit ok sá maðr, er móti henni var sendr, þá var hon svá búin, 

at hon hafði yfir sér tuglamǫttul blán, ok var settr steinum allt í skaut ofan; hon hafði á 

hálsi sér glertǫlur, lambskinnskofra svartan á hǫfði ok við innan kattskinn hvít; ok hon 

hafði  staf í hendi, ok var á knappr; hann var búinn með messingu ok settr steinum 

ofan um knappinn; hon hafði um sik hnjóskulinda, ok var þar á skjóðupungr mikill, ok 

 
49 see future scholarship by Meghan McGinnis’ dissertation project, Doing Things With Rings: 

Working from object to action in a study of late Iron Age ritual life, from Stockholm University, 

Department of Archaeology and Classical Studies.  
50 Mitchell, 59 
51 Lesley Abrams, Early Religious Practice in the Greenland Settlement”, Norse Greenland: Selected 

Papers from the Hvalsey Conference 2008, Journal of the North Atlantic 2, (2009): 52–65 
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varðveitti hon þar í tǫfr sín, þau er hon þurfti til fróðleiks at hafa. Hon hafði á fótum 

kálfskinnsskúa loðna ok í þvengi langa, ok á tinknappar miklir á endunum. Hon hafði 

á hǫndum sér  kattskinnsglófa, ok váru hvítir innan ok loðnir.”52  

 

“But when she came in the evening and saw a man, who had sent for her, then she was 

so dressed, that she wore a blue mantle, and stones were set all the way to above skirt; 

she wore glassbeads on her neck, black lambskin hood and white catkin inside; and 

she had staff in hand, and with a knob; it was finished with brass and stones were 

placed around the knob; she had a tendered wood(?) around her, and there was a large 

pile of shields there, and there was a large pile of shields there, and there she kept for 

herself the things she needed to learn. She had furry calfskin on her feet and a long 

clasp, and large tin buttons on the ends. She was wearing cat fur gloves, and they were 

white inside and furry. 

 

 Þorbjǫrg is described to be wearing a tuglamöttul blán, a dark (blue or black) cloak 

with steinum, precious stones, and a black lambskin hood lined with white cat skin. Around 

her waist is hnjóskulinda, a tendered wood(?), with a large purse for her charms. To our 

detriment, the contents of her bag are never discussed further, especially in connection to 

ritual. Then there is special detail given to the clothing on Þorbjǫrg s hands and feet. Her 

shoes are kálfskinnsskúa loðna, hairy calf-skin with laces, and tinknappar, tin knobs, and her 

gloves are cat skin with the white fur on the inside, presumably to keep her hands warm. 

 The rest of the chapter describes Þorbjǫrg s visit to the struggling settlement in 

Greenland, where she is treated with great hospitality. It makes sense to give respect and gifts 

to someone that can somewhat help the village's future.  

 This same amount of visual detail is given to her staff. Although it is not directly 

labeled as a  seiðrstafr, we can assume it one because Þorbjǫrg practices seiðr. The staff is 

described to have a knob at the top, fit with brass and with stones on top of the knob”. 

Despite how detailed this account is, there is plenty of information missing, such as the 

length of the staff, the colour of it, and how it was held. Further, in a visual sense, it is 

impossible to determine the described top” of the staff, including the exact location of the 

knob. Despite these setbacks, the staff appears to be a very wealthy object to own, comprising 

 
52 Einar Ól. Sveinson, ed, Eyrbyggja saga, Eiríks Saga Rauða, in Íslenzk fornrit IV (Reykjavík: Hið 

i lenzka fornritafélag, 1935), 206-207. 
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of precious stones similar to those on her clothing. There is no further mention of Þorbjǫrg s 

staff throughout the rest of her presence in the narrative. This is disappointing because we are 

never told how the staff is used, both within and out of a ritual setting.  

 I also wish to point out that while there is an entire paragraph dedicated to describing 

her clothing, we are not given any visual information concerning her person. We know how 

she is dressed, but the only physical we are described is that she is old. I find this 

juxtaposition of details is interesting because I believe it highlights the historical nature of 

Medieval Icelandic literature. I think this description of a vǫlva clothing and a  seiðrstafr was 

intended to record a cultural practice rather than provide narrative conflict. This idea is 

further supported by the friendliness given to the vǫlva and her seiðr practices. When 

Þorbjǫrg asks for assistance with varðlokkur, ritual songs, Guðríð is reluctant to help 

because því at ek em kristin kona, I am a Christain woman.” Despite her protests, she agrees 

to help in the ritual chants and, in return receives a good fortune from the vǫlva. In this 

instance, the Nordic pre-Christian religion and its practices are not vilified. This passage 

in Erik saga rauða represents the seiðr practice as a cultural custom that can be viewed 

somewhat separately from religion. I agree with anthropologist Victor Turner in his claims 

that “… early Icelanders are the best anthropologists of their own culture; they have the 

sober, objective clarity about men and events…”53 

 The other major mention of seiðrstafr is from Laxdæla Saga; a Íslendingasögur 

recorded in the thirteenth century that detailed events from ninth century Iceland. Laxdæla 

saga is valuable because it provides important information regarding the history of Icelanders 

before and after their conversion in Iceland. The following scene is from one of the final 

chapters of the story, mourning the death of her fourth husband Guðrún prays and weeps 

overnight at her local church. 

 

“Þat er sagt einhverja nótt, at meyna Herdísi dreymði, at kœmi at henni; sú var í 

vefjarskikkju ok faldin hǫfuðdúk; ekki sýndist henni konan svipleg. Hon tók til orða: 

"Seg þú þat ǫmmu þinni, at mér ok fellir á mik dropa svá heita, at ek brenn af ǫll. En 

því segi ek þér til þessa, at mér líkar til þín nǫkkuru betur, en þó svífur enn nǫkkuð 

kynligt yfir þik; en þó mynda ek við þik semja, ef mér þœtti eigi meiri bóta vant, þar 

sem Guðrún er. "Síðan vaknaði Herdís ok sagði Guðrúnu drauminn. Guðrúnu þótti 

 
53 Victor Turner, ed. Edith Turner, On he Edge of the Bush: Anthropology as Experience 

(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1985), 80. 
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góðr fyrirburðurinn. Um morguninn eftir lét Guðrún taka upp fjalar ór kirkjugólfinu, 

þar sem hon var vǫn at falla á knébeð; hon lét grafa þar niðr í jǫrð. Þar fundusk undir 

bein; þau váru blá ok illilig; þar fannsk ok kinga ok seiðstafr mikill. Þóttusk menn þá 

vita, at þar mundi verit hafa vǫluleiði nǫkkut. Váru þau bein fœrð langt í brott, þar 

sem sízt var manna vegur.”54 

 

“It is said one night that the maiden Herdís dreamed of coming to her; she was in a 

cloak  and a hood; the woman did not seem attractive to her. She said: "Tell your 

grandmother that a drop so hot is falling on me that I burn everything. But that's why 

I'm telling you so far that I like you a little better, but still a little weird over you; but 

still I would negotiate with you, if I did not think I needed more compensation, where 

Gudrun is.” Then Herdis awoke and told Gudrun the dream. Guðrún thought the good 

fortune was good. The next morning Guðrún had mountains picked up from the 

church floor, where she used to fall to her knees; she had it buried there in the ground. 

There found under bones; they were  blue and ugly; there were fins and kings and a 

great magic staff. men thought they knew then that a tomb of some sorceress must 

have been there, The bones were taken far away, where there was no human.” 

 

 While ghosts and dreams are not uncommon in Old Norse literature, their presence 

within a Christian context provides a valuable perspective on early Icelandic culture.55 In the 

passage, Herdís, a good friend of Guðrún, is visited by a ghost in her dreams, who tells her to 

make Guðrún stop crying over her (the ghost s) body. The next day Herdís and Guðrún dig up 

the floor where she had frequently been praying. There, þar fannsk ok kinga ok seiðstafr 

mikill,” they find a brooch and a seiðr staff.  

 There is no visual description of the staff; thus, as a reader, we do not know how the 

characters had concluded that it had belonged to seiðr ritual specialist. Regardless of this 

missing information, we can understand that this staff is closely related to seiðr work, so 

much so that it can be used as an identifying symbol.  

 As for clothing, there is a similar amount of lacking information. When the vǫlva s 

ghost appeared to Herdís in her dreams, she was described to be wearing vefjarskikkju og 

 
54 Einar Ól. Sveinson, ed., Laxdæla saga, in Íslenzk fornrit V (Reykjavík: Hið i  lenzka fornritafélag, 
1934), 223-4. 
55 Georgia Dunham Kelcher, Dreams in Old Norse Literature and Their Affinities in Folklore 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1935), 17 
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faldin höfuðdúk, a costly woven cloak” and a folded women s hood, similar items are 

described on Þorbjǫrg in Erik saga rauða. It is impossible to determine if both sagas mention 

the same style of garments, but the similarities should still be noted. I will not be regarding 

these garments as ritual wear because there is not enough evidence to prove their involvement 

in rituals. If anything, these clothing pieces may be ordinary clothing for women in the 

Viking age and medieval Iceland. 

 Another reason this extract is significant to this project is because it demonstrates the 

interactions between pre-Christian practices and early Icelandic Christendom. Like Erik saga 

rauða, aspects of Nordic pre-Christian culture are not vilified but are handled separately from 

Christain practices. Once they had identified the burial as that of a sorceress they relocated 

the remains to a lesser trafficked place. While it is not stated, I interpret this as an act of 

respect, done with the intention of giving the sorceress a more peaceful place to rest and thus 

not haunt dreams anymore. This, almost friendliness or mutual respect, demonstrates the 

peaceful nature in which Christianity and the Nordic pre-Christian lived religion coexisted in 

Iceland. 

 

2.4.2 Magical Staffs in Archaeology  

 The legitimacy of seiðrstafr in literature is quite solid as a cultural concept. However, 

there is more debate to be had in the realm of archaeological material. Of course, objects are 

not buried with labels, so identifying artifacts attributed to magic is extremely difficult. To 

solve this, objects that roughly resemble the description given in Eriks saga Rauða are 

considered magical staffs.56 It is essential to understand that this is a very loose categorization 

method because of the text's unreliable nature. Despite these setbacks, there is a small corpus 

of objects that scholars generally agree to be magical staffs.  

   While I accept these objects to be at least somewhat related to magic and ritual, there 

is still some debate within scholarship on how these staff objects were used in their 

contemporary. The most popular of these theories is that these staffs were used to spin fibers 

into textiles and roasting spit.57  However, thanks to reconstructions in experimental 

 
56 Neil Price, The Viking way : Religion and War in Late Iron Age Scandinavia (Oxford: Oxbow 

Books, 2002), 127. 
57 Eldar Heide, Spinning Seiðr.” in Old Norse Religion in Long-Term Perspectives. Origins, 

Changes, and Interactions, (Lund, Nordic Academic Press, 2006), 164.  
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archaeology, some staff objects were ineffective at either task, further categorizing them as 

objects of ritual tools.58  

 Considered one of the largest Viking age archaeological sites ever found, Birka, in 

Uppland Sweden, is estimated to contain about 3,000 graves.59 From this extensive 

archaeological site, three objects resembled the description of a seiðrstafr from Eriks saga 

Rauða.  

  The first staff of our analysis is from a Birka chamber grave Bj. 

845.(fig. 6, Statens Historia Museum, 572533:4000:Bj 845). From coins 

found within the grave, the estimated terminus post quem is between 

925-943 C.E.60 Although found fragmented, this staff measuring to be 

around .7 meters long, 7 millimeters in width, and made of iron.61 The 

central iron shaft is pointed at one end and a 14 centimeters long 

'handle' at the other end. This 'handle' section is comprised of ten iron 

rods surrounded the central rod. These smaller rods are attached to the 

central axis shaft at either end, where they are secured by bronze knobs. 

This creates a basket-like formation. This basket handle is a common 

motif structure found on many seiðrstaf like objects, which will be 

addressed further. In total, there are five knobs spaced somewhat evenly 

down the entire length of the object.  

  The two bronze knobs that help attach the basket-style 'handle' 

are polyhedral in shape, with their visible faces carved in a circle-and-

dot motif. Due to the object's poor state of preservation, we do not 

know if the other knobs had any decretive features. Interestingly, the two 

knobs furthest from the handle feature small drilled holes, around 1.5 millimeters wide.62 I 

and other scholars believe this was done in order for other objects to be attached to, or strung 

 
58 Leszek Gardeła, Entangled Worlds: Archaeologies of Ambivalence in the Viking Age: Volume 2: 

Appendices”, (PhD thesis, University of Aberdeen, 2012), 147-158 
59 Björn Ambrosiani, Birka”, in Madieval Scandinavia. An Encyclopedia, ed. Phillip Pulsiano (New 

York, Garland Publishingm 1993), 43 
60 Greta Arwidsson, Messgerate oder Bratspiesse (?)” in Birka II:2. Systematische Analysen der 

Gräberfunde (Stockholm: Kungle. Vitterhets Historie och Antikvitets Akademian, 1986), 166.  
61 Gardeła, 44-5 
62 Holger Arbman, Birka I. Die Gräber (Tafeln)(Stockholm: Kungle. Vitterhets Historie och 

Antikvitets Akademian, 1940), 125. 

Fig 6, Bj.845 Staff 
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through, these holes.63 Unfortunately, nothing from its originating grave has been found to fit 

through the perforation, due a lack of surviving materials in the grave.64 

 I wish to discuss the artifact's found location. As one knows, graves usually contain 

objects of great importance, either to the person buried or for their afterlife. Grave Bj. 845 

belongs to a woman laid to rest around the early to mid-tenth century. She was positioned 

seated in a chair facing east and with her staff resting on her lap, with possibly her hand 

around the handle.65 As being the one object held within her eternal grasp, this demonstrates 

its significance to the dead woman, possibly identifying her as a ritual specialist. 

  The second Birka staff was found at grave Bj. 760, dating from the late ninth century 

(fig. 7, (Statens Historia Museum, 364472:34000:Bj 760). When first discovered, the staff 

measured around .7 meters; however, only .45 meters of material remains due to poor 

preservation.66  

  

 

 As with each staff in our analysis, there is a thicker segment at one end of the staff 

referred to as the 'handle.' While we do not know the reality of how these staffs were used in 

their contemporary, we know from reconstructions in experimental archaeology that some 

staffs are easily held by their handles, while others were not.67 This factor depends on the 

width of the handle, with difficulty increasing in thickness. The handle from the grave Bj. 

760 staff is similar in construction to the basket handle of our previous Birka example, except 

in width. The handle is composed of six 14.5 centimeters iron shafts that are tightly 

compressed around the central iron rod, attached using three bronze knobs.68  

 The third knob that attaches the handle section to the rest of the iron rod is carved to 

look like an animal head, with the central rod protruding from between its jaws. The eyes of 

the decorative head are eerily similar to the circle-and-dot motif as the previous Birka staff, 

 
63 see Price (2002), and 140-1; Gardeła, 44-5. 
64 Gardeła, 44-5; Arbman, 125 and Price (2007), 182. 
65 Holger Arbman, Birka I. Die Gräber (Text)(Stockholm: Kungle. Vitterhets Historie och Antikvitets 

Akademian, 1943), 320. 
66 Arbman (1943), 232; Price (2002), 182; and Gardeła, 50-1 
67 Gardeła, 59-60 
68 Arbman (1940), 125 

Fig 7, Bj 760 Staff 
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indicating a possibly artistic connection between the two. The second knob (located in the 

middle of the handle section) is made from 5 bronze plates that are fitted around the central 

shaft and the six iron rods of the handle. It is carved with a repeating organized dot pattern. 

The third bronze knob is located at the end of the handle section, serving as the terminal of 

the entire object.  

 The final similarity between this staff and the previous mentioned is their found 

location. Grave Bj. 760 is the inhumation burial of a woman from the late ninth century.69 

Upon exhumation, all that remained of her body was her teeth; from their position, we can 

determine that she was buried laying on her back facing southeast.70 Like our previous 

example, the staff was placed upon her lap, with possibly her hand on the handle. Again, this 

positioning testifies the object s significance to the deceased.  

 The third and final staff from Birka is from a double inhumation grave. The staff from 

Grave Bj. 834 is the longest of the three Birka staffs, measuring to be .77 meters when found 

initially, and is theorized to be even longer in its original form (fig. 8, Statens Historia 

Museum, 266701:34000:Bj 834).71 However, again due to poor preservation, only .57 meters 

remain.72 This staff is very similar in construction to the other Birka staff, comprising of a 

long central iron shaft with a pointed end and a handle section made of bronze knobs 

securing shorter iron rods to the central shaft. Staff at grave Bj. 834 features four knobs total, 

each decorated with the same circle-and-dot motif. The basket handle is most similar to our 

first example (Birka grave Bj. 845), where it is comprised of ten shorter iron rods connections 

at either end. The middle of these rods bend away from the central iron shaft and are bonded 

together at the apex of this arch by a bronze band with an engraved diamond pattern.73  

 
69 Arbman (1943), 232 and Gardeła, 50-1 
70 Price (2002), 181; Arbman (1943), 232 and Gardeła, 50-1 
71 Arbman (1943), 305; and Price (2002), 135, 181 
72 Gardeła, 41-2 
73 Arbman (1940), 125 

Fig 8, Bj 834 Staff 
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 Birka grave Bj. 834 in an inhumation grave of two humans, male and female, and two 

horses.74 The chambered grave can be divided into the main burial chamber where the 

humans were buried and the platform section where the horses remain. The platform is made 

of flat stones and wooden planks, with the horses, arranged to be facing south with their 

possibly decapitated heads resting on their forelegs. As for the humans in the main burial 

chamber, only one set of teeth remain. However, it is thought this was a double inhumation 

grave of a male and female because of its collection of sexed objects and double sets of 

clothing.75 From these objects, it was determined that the man was buried first, positioned 

seated on a chair, and facing east. Coins on his person are dated from 917-918 C.E.76 The 

woman was added to the burial a short time later; coins found on her person suggest the 

terminus post quem of 912-932 C.E.77 She was positioned be sitting on his lap, also facing 

east. From this arrangement, it could be assumed that these two were either married or close 

during life.  

 As for the staff, it was found behind the seated couple, on the floor of the burial 

chamber closest to the north wall. This is a departure from the other Birka graves discussed, 

where the staff was positioned within the deceased's grasp. Having the staff behind the dead 

bodies makes it challenging to determine the object s relevance to the deceased. 

 Besides those found at Birka, arguably the most famous object thought to be 

a seiðrstafr is the one found in cremation grave 59:3 in Kinta, Öland, Sweden (fig. 9, (Statens 

Historia Museum, 107776:25840:56:3:36).What remains of the staff measures to be around 

.82 meters in length, but it appears to be broken at one end, indicating it may have been 

initially longer.78 Like all staffs mentioned in this project, this one was found broken into 

several pieces, but uniquely we can determine that this one had first broken into pieces due to 

fire damage from the initial cremation of the remains.79 The handle is composed of four 18 

centimeter iron rods that are attached to the central iron shaft by two bronze knobs on either 

end. These bronze knobs are shaped to look like animal heads, most likely wolves or dogs. 

There are four heads on each knob with the back of the animal heads encircling the central 

 
74 Arbman (1943), 305; and Price (2002), 135-6 
75 Arbman (1943), 305-6; and Price (2002), 134-9 
76 Price (2002), 135 
77 Arwidsson, 166 
78 Gardeła, 61-2 
79 Gardeła, 62; and  
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iron shaft. The four handle rods appear to be protruding from the animals' mouths, similar to 

the ornamentation found on the staff from Birka grave Bj. 760. However, unlike the Birka 

staffs, the handle of the Klinta staff is not positioned at the object's terminal, leaving nearly 

8 centimeters of the central iron shaft exposed” and undecorated. Because of the awkward 

positioning and the width of the basket, I am hesitant to call this portion of the staff a 

handle. Scholar Leszek Gardeła. attests to this awkwardness, noting that four basket rods are 

too far spaced apart to provide a comfortable position to hold in hand; thus the staff must 

have been held by the central iron shaft.80  

 Located 7.5 centimeters from the basket section (towards the broken end) is a 

polyhedral knob nearly the same width as the central iron shaft. This knob does not mount 

anything to the central shaft, nor does it have any artistic decoration. Similar useless” knobs 

are featured on the Birka staffs. This commonality could be classified as a stylistic motif to 

the archetype of magical staffs rather than serve a structural purpose.  

 

 

 At the staff s other terminal, the empty 8 centimeters of the central iron shaft ends 

with a flat bronze plate, which sites the imagery of a miniature Viking Age house. The house 

is set inside the 4 centimeters square bronze plate and is sculpted in the round, which is a 

departure from the relief carving of the previously analyzed staffs. Fortunately, this staff has 

been well preserved, and much of the detailed work is still noticeable today. The house's roof 

is detailed to look like individual planks, with one wall featuring a door and supportive 

 
80 Gardeła, 159-60 

Fig 9, Klinta Staff 
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buttressing. On each corner of the bronze plate is the imagery of an animal that stretches to 

connect to the roof of the house; however, only one has been preserved. Finally, underneath 

the bronze plate is a small loop of metal with a purposeful hole, the eye of which is about 2 

millimeters in diameter.81  

 While the staff itself provides a plethora of information, its find location is not as 

insightful. The staff was found within the cremation grave of a woman from the early tenth 

century.82 Excavator K.G. Petersson believed that the woman was most likely cremated in a 

pyre, after which her remains would have then been placed into a pottery urn. A .45 meter in 

diameter and .4 meter depth hole was dug at the same site as the pyre. Within it, her remains 

and other grave goods were placed; jewelry, household tools, etc. After the burial pit was 

filled, including staff, it was then sealed with a lid of chalk and twigs.83 From this 

information, we can interpret the staff as being a possession of the deceased woman. 

 As previously mentioned, there are many different types of supposed magic staffs 

found in Viking age archaeology sites. Although we have primarily been looking at staffs 

found in burials (because they provide strong evidence for their use as a magic tool), there 

have also been cases of supposed magic staffs found disposed of in a more interesting 

manner. Scholar Leszek Gardeła discussed a pattern of staff killings,” a theorized practice 

where magic staffs are disposed of in a unique fashion as to inhibit their magical ability.84 His 

evidence is based on a small archaeological corpus of staffs found either burned, in a bog, or 

(most commonly) buried under large rocks. Gardeła correlates the staff killings with the 

described death of sorcerers found in sagas, either burning, downing or stoning. This suggests 

there was a ritual manner to removing magical objects from this world; thus, ritual wear and 

tools were highly personalized to their owners, even possibly sharing in the method of death.  

 Finally, I wish to address the presence of similar objects found in Iceland. So far, only 

two objects found in Viking age Icelandic burials are theorized to be staffs, both graves 

dating from the ninth to tenth centuries. The staff found in Álaugarey, Austur-

Skaftafellssýsla, Nesjahreppur, Iceland, was from the grave of a woman (fig. 10, National 

Museum of Iceland, 11563/1934-25-2).85 Today only .78 meters of the object remains, with 

 
81 Price (2002), 184-186. 
82 Price (2002), 142; and Gardeła, 61 
83 see Price (2002), 142-3 
84 Leszek Gardeła, Entangled Worlds: Archaeologies of Ambivalence in the Viking Age: Volume 1: 

Text”, (PhD thesis, University of Aberdeen, 2012), 294-296 
85 Price (2002), 199 and Gardeła (vol. 2) 132 
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its original length unknown. Due to the object s severe state of erosion, visual analysis is 

difficult, and thus confident identification as a staff is not possible.86 This object does not 

appear to have bronze knobs or a handle section. The only common characteristic it shares 

with previously identified staffs is its length and the one pointed terminal. However, I do not 

think there is enough evidence to rule out this object as a magic staff. As previously stated, 

there were many variations of practices throughout the Nordic pre-Christian religion; thus, I 

do not expect staffs from Sweden to look exactly the same as staffs in Iceland.  

 

 As for the other staff found in Iceland, I do not believe there is enough remaining 

material to identify the object as a staff for sorcery. The object found in Stærri-Árskógur, 

Árskógshreppur, Iceland, is belonging to the grave of a man (fig. 11, National Museum of 

Iceland, 7706-a / 1918-100-1) .87 The 20.5 centimeter long rod of iron has been corroded past 

the point of identification. I do not believe there is sufficient evidence to prove that this iron 

rod was a magic staff. Thus, I am afraid I have to disagree with other scholars classification 

of this object as a staff as it lacks in similarities.88 

 

 

 

  

 

 Despite this reclassification, the discovery of the staff from Álaugarey testifies to the 

presence of similar rituals and practices in Iceland. In combination with previously discussed 

literary sources, this evidence proves that ritual magic and magic staffs had survived the 

migration from Scandinavia to Iceland. In terms of this project, their presence proves that 

 
86 Gardeła (vol. 2), 132 
87 Price (2002), 199 and Gardeła (vol. 2) 134: note, Price notes the gender of the deceased to be a 

woman but later scholarship, (Gardeła), corrects this mistake.  
88 namely Price and Gardeła 

Fig 10, Álaugarey Staff 

Fig 11, Atærri-Árskógur Staff 
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these practices and customs were active and known to Icelanders, especially Early Christian 

Icelanders.  

    

2.5 Conclusion  

 In short, the Nordic pre-Christian religion was never an organized religion. Thus it 

never had a standardized system of rituals, practices, and ritual wear. While this created 

localized variations, large-scale similarities developed parallel throughout the iron age and 

medieval nordic countries. Within these similarities, we begin to see a pattern of practices 

and customs, which are then represented in their material culture. As predicted, there was no 

standardization of ritual wear in the nordic pre-Christian religion; however, there were genres 

of clothing and tools that were attributed to ritual specialists.  

 Within literature and archaeology, it would seem the most common object associated 

with ritual is a staff. The literary evidence provides a nearly anthropological description of a 

female sorcerer and her staff and directly associates the staff as a symbol of someone that 

practices seiðr. Incredibly, from literary descriptions, we find similar objects throughout 

Viking age archaeology. Since there was no standardization in practices, then I did not expect 

standardization in material objects. From the archaeological evidence, we know that each 

staff had their own individual decoration and construction. Based on their artistic complexity 

and materials, I would consider these staffs as objects of status and wealth. Ritual scholar 

Ronald Grimes outlines that ritual wear and tools were made with a substantial degree of 

stylization.89 In combination with knowledge of their found location, this information leaves 

us with the assumption that staffs were a highly personalized ritual tool and were considered 

a symbol of status or identity.  

 With that being said, we do not know to what extent the staffs were used within the 

ritual setting. Based upon their decorative nature, we can infer that they were intended to be 

seen; thus, they could have been used at least to a visual capacity within ritual. Interestingly, 

some better-preserved staffs feature intentional drilling holes from which other objects could 

have been attached to or hung. This suggests that the staffs had the capacity to incorporate 

elements of movement and sound within the ritual performance.  

 As for masks and other headgear, there is significantly less evidence for their 

involvement with pre-Christian rituals. Their absence from the literature could be excused as 

 
89 Grimes, 39  
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an oversight by anachronistic writers, but their prevalence in ritual imagery is too strong to 

ignore. I conclude that masks and other headgear may be utilized within ritual performance 

but were not considered exclusive to them. 

3 Chapter III: European Christian Ritual Wear: 700-1100 C.E. 

3.1 Introduction  

 In the following chapter, I will outline ritual wear within European Christianity from 

the eighth century to the early twelfth century. I will be addressing questions such as: what 

was considered the appropriate ritual wear for Christianity? What are the styles of clothing 

and what materials did they incorporate? And was there a standardized dress code throughout 

early Medieval Christain Europe? This chapter is meant to serve as a benchmark of 

comparison with Icelandic Christain ritual wear, which will be extended in more detail in 

Chapter three. I will therefore be addressing specific garments and topics that are relevant to 

our later Icelandic findings.   

 The majority of the following objects are originating from the British Isles, 

specifically Anglo-Saxon in origin. My selection of these objects is due to their proximity to 

the Nordic world, but also for their lack of direct religious interaction with Iceland. It was St. 

Anskar, archbishop of Hamberg-Bremen, who is credited with beginning the first missions to 

convert the Nordic peoples.90 However we will not be focusing on German Christain ritual 

wear because of the lack of reliable written knowledge and the lack of relevant archaeological 

evidence. 

 Anglo-Saxon Christians had played a part of the conversion of Scandinavia, 

particularly Denmark, Norway, and Sweden91 but it was clerics from Germany and Iceland’s 

close ties with Norway that lead to its conversion.92 Insular Christianity resides within a 

metaphorical middle ground of being close enough to have interacted with the Nordic world 

but remains far enough removed to have not directly affected the conversion of Iceland. It is 

therefore a suitable benchmark of comparison.  

 

 
90 Charles Robinson, Anskar, The Apostle of the North”, translated from the Vita Anskarii by Bishop 

Rimbert his fellow missionary and sucessor, (London: SPCK, 1921) 801-865 
91 Lesley Abrams,. "The Anglo-Saxons and the Christianization of Scandinavia." Anglo-Saxon 
England Vol. 24 (1995), 213-249 
92 Orri Vésteinsson. The Christianization of Iceland: Priest, Power, and Social Change 1000-1300 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2000),4.  
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3.2 Church Vestments 

 

 “We ought not to go into the sanctuary just as we please, and in our ordinary clothes, 

defiled with the visage of common life, but with clear conscience and clean garments handle 

the sacraments of the Lord”. 

-St. Jerome, fourth century, commentary on Ezekiel 44:19  

 

 Christianity has always had a close relationship with textiles, which serve as a visual 

shorthand to distinguish status and sanctity within the Church. This tradition goes as far back 

as the writings of St. Jerome and the creation of an ecclesiastical system. There are two 

primary Christian textiles: paraments, textiles used to for objects; and vestments, worn 

textiles used as garments.93 Vestments are categorized further into clerical “streetwear”, to be 

worn outside the church, and Liturgical vestments, worn only for sacred/ritual functions.94  

 As with most group rituals, Christian ones are lead by those initiated. As previously 

mentioned, Ritual scholar Ronald Grimes, argues that ritual and performance are not 

mutually exclusive and in order for either to occur there must be a transformation of setting, 

from that of ordinary occurrence to one of special circumstances.95 Grimes goes on to state an 

important degree of ritualization is to enter “…with a non-ordinary attitude or in a special 

state of mind.” In Christianity, changing from everyday clothing into clerical vestments is a 

crucial practice necessary before every ritual. This fulfills Grimes’ degree of ritualization 

because it physically aids the change in attitude needed to rituals, intrinsically transforming 

the person into their role. 

 More richly decorated garments are used only within a ritual setting, but there are 

more rudimentary garments for mundane usage. Clerical streetwear were garments used by 

people of the clergy to be worn for daily usage outside of a ritual setting. These were made 

from simple cuts of more common fabrics and were usually hung shapelessly on the body. 

 
93 Sarah Bailey, Clerical Vestments (Oxford: Shire Publication Ltd, 2013), 25. 
94 Maureen Miller, Clothing the Clergy: Virtue and Power in Medieval Europe c. 800-1200 (Ithaca, 

Cornell University Press, 2014), 31. 
95 Ronald Grimes, Religion, Ritual, and Performance”, Religion, Theatre, and Performance: Acts of 

Faith, ed. Lance Gharavi, (New York: Routledge, 2012), 30. 
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Medieval Litergical vestment did not have gender variations because only men were allowed 

to hold positions of power. However, there were different types of clerical streetcar for 

women (nuns) and men (monks and other clergy out of ritual wear).96 While there are many 

different types of liturgical vestments, the following is a detailed list on a chosen few that are 

prevalent to our research. It is difficult to identify their origin, but it is known they all predate 

the medieval era. For the sake of simplicity, the term “Christian ritual wear” and “vestments” 

will be used interchangeable for the remainder of this project.   

3.2.1 Alb 

 The alb is a white long sleeve tunic that is usually worn as a base layer underneath the 

more decorative vestments. These are usually made out of one cut of cotton, linen, wool 

fabric, or a woven silk combination, and is tied around the waist with a cincture.97 Albs are 

usually floor length with sleeves long and wide enough to make manual labour and handling 

a weapon difficult. This is meant to remind the wearer that they “should trust more in God’s 

defense than in weapons” (Charemagne’s Admonitio generals, 789 C.E.).98  

  

 

 

 

 
96 Miller, 13 
97  Françoise Piponnier, and Perrine Mane, Dress in the Middle Ages (New Haven : Yale University 

Press, 1997) 114.  
98 quoted in Miller, 31. 
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Carmelitano detto di Monte Santo by Bartolommeo Pinelli (print,1822, British 

Museum,1927.0219.15), depicts a monk in a brown habit and a white alb, featuring the iconic 

large sleeves, the garment’s lack of shape, and the clean white colour (fig. 12).  

 

3.2.2 Chasuble 

 A chasuble is one of the more iconic vestments and is worn over top of the alb. It is 

constructed from a rectangular pieces of damask; a reversible fabric with a woven pattern 

made out of either silk, wool, linen or cotton. It is worn similar to a poncho, a singular cut for 

the head with open sides for the arms. Medieval and modern chasubles are usually knee or 

floor length covering most of the alb underneath. There are richly embroidered scenes and 

imagery, usually in gold with a single colour background.99 A chasuble is the most decorated 

garment a priest can wear.  

 Housed in the Metropolitan Musuem of Art is a chasuble dated from the fourteenth 

century (Opus Anglicanum, Metropolitan Musuem of Art, 27.162.1). The Anglo-Saxon 

chasuble features extensive gold embroidery of important biblical scenes. This particular 

piece is made from a heaver damask with narrow a front to allow for the arms to be lifted 

without folding the fabric (fig. 13).  

 Similar is the seal of Alexander, Bishop of Lincoln (The British Musuem, 

1856,0701.2190). Dating from the early twelfth century, this seal depicts the bishop in full 

figure wearing an alb and chasuble. While it is a medieval forgery (a forgery made in the 

original’s contemporary) it is important to note that it was made to look identical to its 

 
99 Owen-Crocker Gale, Elizabeth Coatsworth, and Maria Hayward, Encyclopedia of Medieval Dress 

and Textiles of the British Isles, c. 450-1450, (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 117.  

Fig. 12, Alb depicted in 

Carmelitano detto di 

Monte Santo by 

Bartolommeo Pinelli  

Fig. 13, Opus Anglicanum 
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original. There is good reason to believe that whomever created this forgery tried to 

accurately replicate the original and more importantly, appropriate twelfth century vestments 

(fig. 14). 

3.2.3 Stole 

 A stole is a long rectangular fabric that drapes around the neck, hanging down the 

front of the outfit, and can be worn by most members of clergy. The stole originated as a 

symbol of rank with the Roman administration in the early centuries of Christianity, and was 

later adopted as clerical wear.100 This is a highly decorated garment that can be stylized to 

any capacity with any sort of Christian motifs. Their length and width varies throughout the 

history of Christianity, however a constant is to have the symbol of a cross in the middle of 

the fabric so that it rests behind the head when worn.101 

 An example from the fourteenth century features gold embroidery on red velvet and 

silk (Stole with Various Saints, Metropolitan Musuem of Art, 27.162.2) (fig. 15).  

 
100 Bailey, 25. 
101 Bailey, 25. 

Fig 14. Seal of Alexander, Bishop of Lincoln 
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3.2.4 Cope 

 The outer most layer is a mantel or cloak like garment called 

a cope. This piece is usually the most elaborately decorated 

vestment in the outfit. Only slightly shorter than the chasuble, the 

cope is also made of similar fabrics: damask. It is constructed 

from a half circle cut that hangs on the back and on the shoulders, 

and is secured with a metal clasp called a morse. They feature 

highly detailed gold and/or silk embroidery, often depicting 

images of saints, apostles, and other christian figures. 102 

 This garment is displayed in the following drawing by Venetian artist Vittore 

Carpaccio (paper, The British Museum, 1946,0713.3). In this example, a bishop is wearing a 

longer cope on top of an alb. Medieval copes are highly decorated but Carpaccio’s rendition 

places more focus on the weight of the fabric and its shape when worn (fig. 16).  

 One of the most famous pieces of vestments from the medieval era is the Butler-

Bowdon cope from the fourteenth century (Victoria and Albert Musuem, T.36-1955). This 

piece properly displays the level of artistic complexity and luxury materials regularly used in 

 
102 Herbert Thurston, "Cope”, in The Catholic Encyclopedia Vol. 4 (New York: Robert Appleton 

Company, 1908) 

Fig 15, Stole with Various Saints 

Fig 16, Copes depicted in Vittore Carpaccio 

Illustration  
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medieval copes; gold and silver embroidery threads, pearls, gold beads and small metal rings 

(fig. 17). It is decorated with scenes from the life of the Virgin Mary, representing core 

values and imagery. Although it is a several decades younger than the era we are originally 

analyzing (800-1200 C.E.) it is important to note the level of artistic complexity that was the 

norm for these types of garments.  

 

3.2.5 Mitre  

 

 Medieval bishops, abbots, and cardinals wear a ritual headgear called a mitre: made 

out of stiff canvas, with a rounded tall pentagon shaped front and back and two long pieces of 

fabric, called inflate, that hang down on either side of the head. Similar to the cope these are 

highly decorated garments, embellished with gold or silver embroidery and precious stones. 

They usually do not sport figural artwork, but rather are decorated with vegetal filigree made 

from luxury materials.103 Fabrics are notoriously difficult to preserve, thus any complete 

findings of cleric vestments from the Medieval era are extremely rare. However, imagery of 

these vestments still remain thanks to metal artifacts. The pilgrimage badge of St. Thomas 

Becket of Canterbury (lead alloy, British Musuem, 1856,0701.2032) depicts the saint in a 

 
103 Joseph Braun, Mitre”, The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 10 (New York: Robert Appleton 

Company, 1911) 

fig. 17, Butler-Bowdon Cope  
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richly decorated mitre and matching cope (fig. 18). This piece is associated with the Medieval 

Shrine of St Thomas in Canterbury and represents the saint in his contemporary vestments. 

 

3.2.6 Croziers 

 

 Unlike our previous examples, the crozier cannot be worn but rather is held during 

ritual practices; it is a tall staff with a decorative head. For the purposes of this project we I 

will be categorizing them as clothing, rather than separately as a tool. While they are not 

exactly worn, they are still a component of vestments and will be referred to as such for the 

sake of simplicity.  Within Christianity, the crozier is held by the bishop or church head.104 

Bishops are clergy that possess full priesthood, have the power to ordain other clergy, and 

hold office as the Diocese head for a regional area. It is difficult to say whether or not the 

medieval Church had the same ecclesiastical structure as the one we are familiar with today. 

Surviving medieval records are few and far between and but what we do know is that the 

Church was not organized until the reformation in the sixteenth century. Because of all these 

 
104 James-Charles Noonan, The Church Visible: The Ceremonial Life and Protocol of the Roman 

Catholic Church (New York: Viking, 1996), 191. 

Fig. 18, Mitre depicted in pilgrimage badge of St. 

Thomas Becket of Canterbury 
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inconsistencies, there does not appear to have been a strict standardization of crozier or 

vestment styles 

 The cozier as a symbol, is closely intrinsic with Christianity. While there is no clear 

origin of the staff, there are two predominate theories: the first is that the crozier is a 

ritualistic variation of a shepherds crook. Integral to the Christian mythology are motifs of 

pastoral shepherds, i.e. Lamb of God. Jesus Christ is referenced as “The Good Shepard," to 

lead his flock of followers to peace and who lays down their life for his sheep.105 With this 

theory in mind, the crozier functions symbolically like a shepherd’s crook and in turn 

whomever wields a crozier becomes a shepherd in a metaphorical sense, steer them towards 

faith. 

 The other theory of origin is that the curved top of the crozier was copied from a tool 

used by pre-Christian Roman augurs; those that interpreted the will of the roman gods from 

watching bird patterns.106 This tool is called a litmus, a roman ritual wand that was used to 

mark out ritual spaces and was held by the leader of these rituals. Later in roman history, the 

litmus was associated with leader and was used as a symbol of power. It is often seen on the 

obverse side of roman coins, usually alongside the imagery of a ruler. In this theory the 

crozier is used to represent a leader, both in and outside of a ritual setting.107 This wand can 

be seen in a Roman Silver coin, dating from 4-2 B.C.E. (fig. 19, Silver, Roman, British 

Museum, 1919,0420.1). 

 

 
105 pericope of John 10:1–21 
106 Patrick Morrisroe, Crosiers”, Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol. 12, (New York: Robert Appleton 

Company, 1913) 
107 William Smith, Augur, Augurium”, in A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities (London, 

John Murray, 1875), 174‑179.  

Fig. 19, Litmus depicted on roman silver coin, with 

circle edit by Chandler Martin 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+10%3A1%E2%80%9321&version=NRSV
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 In either theory the crozier is meant to symbolize a bishop’s status as a leader within 

the Christian ritual space. Since there is a significant lack of evidence on the origin of crozier 

I don’t find it difficult to assume it was a mix of all theories presented. From a perspective of 

symbols, it makes sense for the crozier to be shaped and used by someone who is 

metaphorically seen as a shepherd. It also makes sense for Christians to take a symbol 

associated with pagan practices and to adopt it as their own, as possibly a symbolic form of 

spolia. Redefining things visually is a great method to rewrite history or make their previous 

meaning disappear. 

 Some of the first croziers, found in the mediterranean around the fifth century, were 

made from long wooden cypress branches, but its mediums are never constant.108 As 

Christianity became more and more prominent in the world and accumulated more wealth, 

croziers were made out of more and more rich materials: gold, silver, copper, ivory, etc. 

  

 The two main styles are separated by region of usage, western and eastern Crozier. 

The western crozier is the stereotypical style we associate with bishop’s staff and is most 

similar in that to a shepherd’s crook. The crooked head of the staff is mean to symbolize the 

bishops’ role as a shepherd to guide their flock, to use the staffed crook to hook around the 

necks of their heard animals to guide them. Similarly, the pointed end is meant to prod the 

animals in a desired direction. Symbolically this is meant to represent the bishop to urge the 

slothful forward in faith.  

 Croziers, like the richly decorated vestments, are 

treated similarly to fine art pieces and are regarded as tools 

of status in Christianity. They are individually styled and 

decorated; usually commissioned from artists. It is not 

uncommon for croziers to be commissioned as gifts to be 

sent to other bishops. An example of this is an Anglo-Saxon 

crozier from the British Museum. This crozier is dated from 

1150-1175 C.E., and is made from carved walrus ivory (fig. 

20, British museum, 1981,1101.1). Only the decorative head 

of the crozier remains, measuring 126 millimetres in height 

and 98 millimeters in width.This crozier features a closed 

hooked end, which is an artistic progression from the original look 

 
108Morrisroe 

Fig 20,  Allan Crozier 
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of a shepherds crook. The looped end turns into itself and continues a spiral towards the 

center figure. The swirl is carved to look like twisting vines, a popular/trademark motif of 

Christian artwork. In the center of the spiral is the figure of a lamb with a cross above it. 

These two images together are called Agnus Dei, meant to symbolize the “Lamb of God”, 

another predominant motif in Christianity.109 At the end of the spiral of vines is the figure of 

a beast’s head. This motif of an unidentifiable animal is common of European artwork dating 

back to the Iron age.110 This particular beast seems lion/dragon-like in appearance, and is 

depicted to be attacking the cross above the lamb. 

 An Eastern Crozier is also know as a Tau crozier or crux decussate, and is in reference 

to its “T” shaped staff head.111 Variations of the Tau styles are found throughout Eastern 

Orthodoxy. It is important to reiterate that while the types of croziers are labeled regionally, 

thats does not mean they are exclusive to that region. Tau crozier were also found and used in 

medieval England at the same as the previous western style crozier. An example of this is the 

Alcester Tau crozier (fig. 21, British Museum, 1903,0323.1).       

 Similar to our previous crozier, this one is also made from walrus ivory, measuring 

approximately  14 centimeters in length and 5 centimeters in height. This one is extremely 

detailed with near perfect symmetry. The two sides of the crozier are labeled fields A and B, 

with the only difference being the central figure. In field A Jesus Christ is the central figure, 

depicted within a full body halo. In his left hand is a staffed cross and in his right hand a 

book. He is depicted walking towards the left side of the object, and is standing atop a dragon 

and a lion. On field B, the central figure is again of Jesus Christ crucified with the top and 

bottom of his cross broken off. The two depicted figures can be interpreted to represent Jesus’ 

role as both Christ and God. This duality gives the object an element of versatility, awing the 

holder to choose which side is shown during rituals.  

 
109 "Agnus Dei”, in Encyclopedia Britannica, 1998 
110 Jonas Lau Markussen, Viking Art- Introduction (Self publish, 2016), 3.  
111 Noonan, 191 

Fig 21, Alcester Tau Crozier 
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 Both sides are decorated with vegetal motifs, specifically trumpet blossoms and vines, 

and beast-like animals. On each side of the crozier the lower portion separates from the main 

piece and curves toward the staff, ending with carved griffin heads. The upper portion points 

straight out from the centre and ends with open mouthed beasts. Throughout the lower side 

edges are many small purposeful holes, meant to hang charms and objects, giving the object 

an element of movement and sound. This creates an interesting aspect of performance to the 

piece, one that is not too dis-similar to that of magical staff. Both objects would then have 

elements of movement and sound attached to the object and its usage. This is important to 

note this because the elements of performance innate within ritual can also extend to objects 

used specifically for these rituals.  

  The croziers medium is another significant topic of discussion. As previously 

mentioned both examples are made out of walrus ivory, a popular product of the Medieval 

Nordic world. In a study from the Royal Society Publishing, states that most walrus ivory 

found in the British isles and continental Europe were most likely sourced from Greenland 

and the arctic.112 Giving evidence to the Nordic trading impact on the rest of medieval 

Europe. This is to exemplify that the Nordic world had interactions with Christianity and that 

the two religious practices were aware of each other. While this chapter is being used as 

benchmark for later comparison, it is important to indicate that there is no “clean” level of 

comparison between cultures because there will always be some level of interaction.  

  

3.3 Conclusion  

 Medieval Christain ritual wear is highly stylized representing the Church’s wealth and 

power. Made from luxury materials and featuring highly detailed imagery these garments 

were handed down throughout time, signifying their importance within both the ritual setting 

as status symbols for the Church itself. Croziers in particular were objects made to be seen 

and admired due to their lack of purpose outside the ritual setting and their highly symbolic 

nature.  

 

 
112 Star Bastiaan, Barrett James H., Gondek Agata T. and Boessenkool Sanne, Ancient DNA reveals 

the chronology of walrus ivory trade from Norse Greenland”, Proceeding of the Royal Society: 

Biological Sciences Vol. 285, no. 1184, (2018) 
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4 Chapter IV: Early Christain Icelandic Ritual Wear: 1100 C.E - 

1500 C.E.  

4.1 Introduction  

 Iceland holds a unique position in the history of Christianization. In summary, 

Iceland s conversion was a primarily diplomatic and peaceful decision made to ensure the 

establishment of a single nationality.113 In the summer of 1000 C.E., Alþingi law speaker 

Þorgeirr Ljósvetningagoði (who was a Nordic pagan at the time) and Christian spokesmen 

 
113 Tracy Marie Legel, (2006) ”The introduction of Christianity into Scandinavia, Iceland, and 

Finland"  Master's Thesis. University of Louisville.  
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Hallr á síðu, came to the agreement that Iceland’s official religion would be Christianity.114 

This decision was made due to pressure put on by the Norwegian king Ólaf Tryggvason, who 

attacked and captured Icelanders abroad in order to force Iceland to convert. While this event 

lawfully marked the end of Norse “heathendom” in Iceland, it did little in the way of actually 

converting the country’s entire population to Christianity at once.  

 In William Miller’s 1991 writing on Uniform Laws and Saga Iceland, he describes the 

conversion as, no one was as (of) yet asking people to pretend to believe what they did not 

believe…it shows that a unified law was not meant to mean a unified system of beliefs or a 

unified system of practices.”115 Icelandic Archaeologist Orri Vésteinssen discusses this 

further, stating that, "The first generations of indigenous [Icelandic] churchmen viewed their 

society as a unitary phenomenon and they viewed their task as one of adding to the cohesion 

and quality of this society”.116 This necessary means the newly established Icelandic 

Christian community had to develop their system in order to create a national identity, rather 

than to strictly spread the faith. I would agree with them, and other scholars, that Iceland s 

conversion to Christianity was less about believing in a Christian God but was instead a 

compromise in unifying a newly formed territory. 117  

 There was no established church system in Iceland at the time of its official 

conversion, so one had to be created among communities still familiar with pre-Christain 

practices.118 This period of growth was aided by visiting foreign bishops, nearly thirteen in 

total. These visitors were from all over Europe; notably, one was Irish, and three were 

Armenian.119 In total, it took around fifty years to establish a stable enough ecclesiastical 

legislation, liturgy, and sacramental network before a native Icelander could be appointed 

bishop.120  

 
114 Jakob Benediktsson, ed., Íslendingabók  in Íslenzk fornrit I. (Reykjavík: Hið i  lenzka 

fornritafélag, 1986.), 17. 
115 William I. Miller, (1991), "Of Outlaws, Christians, Horsemeat, and Writing: Uniform Laws and 

Saga Iceland." from University of Michigan Law School Scholarship Repository 89 (1991): 2086 
116 Orri Vésteinsson. The Christianization of Iceland: Priest, Power, and Social Change 1000-1300 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2000),4. 
117 Clunies Ross Margaret, Old Icelandic Literature and Society”, in The Conservation and 

Reinterpretation of Myth in Medieval Icelandic Writings (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 

2000), 116-117 
118 Orri Vésteinsson, 18 
119 Benediktsson, ed., Íslendingabók  in Íslenzk fornrit I, 19. 
120 Jochens, Jenny. "Late and Peaceful: Iceland's Conversion Through Arbitration in 1000." Speculum 

74, no. 3 (1999): 650. 
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 This slow growth created a window of interaction between the two faiths; a length of 

time in which Christians and  Nordic pre-Christain pagans coexisted in relative peace. Since 

Iceland is located so far from the rest of Europe, it had a weaker influence of Christain 

culture compared to the localized Nordic pre-Christain culture. I theorize that evidence for 

these interactions can be seen in their material culture. That early Christian Icelandic ritual 

wear was partially stylized in an effort to distance themselves from Nordic pre-Christian  

traditions and customs.  

 The following chapter is a collection and analysis of early Christian Icelandic ritual 

wear. First, I will identify and analyze examples of vestments within medieval Icelandic 

sagas and literature. This segment will hopefully provide insight into their contemporary 

views and interactions with vestments. Then, I will analyze and discuss archaeological 

findings of vestments found in Iceland, specifically those housed in the Icelandic Natural 

Museum. Later these pieces discussed will be examined in comparison with their European 

counterparts from the previous chapter.   

4.2 Literary Analysis  

 As previously mentioned in the introduction of this project, all Medieval Icelandic 

literature was written from an anachronistic perspective. With nearly two hundred year 

between the events and their recording by manuscript writers, there is a significant amount of 

time to misremember factual histories. However, these surviving sagas are all the literary data 

that exists from Medieval Iceland, and thus we must work with what is available. It is 

important to understand this source criticism when analyzing Medieval Icelandic Literature.  

 While we cannot determine the inaccuracy of history within this literature, its 

anachronistic perspective reveals contemporary attitudes towards Nordic pre-Christain 

practices  and early Christain practices. I will be sourcing from numerous genres of sagas, 

regardless of their subject matter or setting. The following sagas were chosen because of their 

frequency of Christian ritual wear mentions. While there are unlisted sagas that also contain 

mentions of Christain ritual wear, they were not included due to their similarity to the chosen 

discussed examples. This decision was not intended to exclude them as insufficient data, but 

rather to narrow the corpus of examples for analysis.   

 To sufficiently analyze each of the following mentions, I will be examining three 

aspects of each quote. First will be the amount of described visual detail of the ritual clothing. 

This can be their colour, shape, texture, and/or sound. While this is a critical aspect of the 

analysis, it has rendered the least amount of data due to the stark nature of saga writing. 
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Second is the context in which the ritual clothing is mentioned. This aspect would involve a 

wide range of implications, including: usage and handling of vestments, locational setting, 

situational irony, etcetera. Finally, the third aspect will be the vestment's context to 

Christianity in the narrative. This will be addressing questions such as; who is describing the 

vestments (are they Nordic pre-Christain or Christain), are the vestments mentioned being 

used in a setting of Christian rituals, etcetera.  

 

4.2.1 Sturlunga saga 

 Sturlunga Saga is a collection of stories about the Sturlunga family in Iceland from 

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Written by several authors in the early fourteenth 

century, the collection is part of the secular contemporary saga genre. This is because of the 

short time between the events within the sagas and when they were recorded. Sturlunga Saga 

is a recorded history of Iceland from the Age of Settlement (874-930 C.E.) to Iceland s 

submission to Norway (930-1264 C.E.).121 

 The following extract takes place in one of the earliest chapters of the saga. It 

describes the quarrel between Bishop Guðmundur, Kolbein Tumason, a priest named 

Ásbjörn, and the legal proceedings concerning them at the Þing.  

 

“Kolbein prosecuted the priest for death of outlawry. But while they were trying to 

reach a decision in the case at the þing, the bishop came with his staff and his stole 

and forbade then to pass sentence on the priest [Kolbein] but they passed sentence just 

the same. The  next day the bishop forbade all religious services to Kolbein and to all 

those who had taken part in judgement who had their oaths borne witness or 

testimony”122 

 

 In this extract, Bishop Guðmundur is attempting to fulfill the role of an authority 

figure outside a ritual setting. He is described to be wearing only two vestments, a stole, and a 

crozier. The bishop wishes to interrupt a legal proceeding at the Þing. Despite the bishop s 

lack of legal power, he wears these two vestments as a symbol of his religious authority, 

similar to that of a status symbol. This situation demonstrates the Church s involvement and 

 
121 Bragason, Úlfar.. A Companion to Old Norse-Icelandic Literature and Culture, Series: Blackwell 
Companions to Literature and Culture, ed. McTurk, Rory: Sagas of Contemporary History (Sturlunga 

Saga): Tests and Research.  vol. 31., pg. 427 Malden: Blackwell Publishing, 2005. 
122 Julia H. McGrew, trans. Sturlunga Saga (New York City: Twayne Publishers, Inc, 1970), 135 
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lack of authority within legal and governmental proceedings of early Iceland. While Bishop 

Guðmundur was unsuccessful in halting the legal proceedings, he retains his religious 

authority by forbidding all religious services to those who participated.  

 The final extract from Sturlunga Saga takes place during an attack on Gissur 

Þorvaldsson by Órækja Snorrason at Skálholt. This quote is set mid-battle, describing the 

involvement of Bishop Sigvarð:  

 

“Gísli was slightly wounded. Bishop Sigvarð now came up with his clerics. He leapt 

out across the [ceiling] beams at once. He was in full vestments, and had his miter on 

this head and his crozier on one hand, his bible and candle in the other. He began to 

pronounce excommunication on Órækja and all his men. This rather hindered the 

fighting, for each side wanted to refrain from doing the bishop and his clerics any 

injury.”123  

 

As described, the sudden involvement of Bishop Sigvarð can be considered somewhat 

jokingly. The bishop approaches the violent scene in full vestments and hands full, 

unprepared to physically defend themselves or others. Despite the bishop s unpreparedness, 

his arrival brings a slow to the violence. When the attacking men see the bishop in full 

vestments, they do their best not to harm him. It seems as if the bishop is using their 

vestments and religious authority as a metaphorical shield. This extract is insightful in 

understanding the social hierarchy of early Christian Icelanders. I theorize that the sight of 

the vestments reminded the attackers of the bishop's religious authority and became fearful of 

his power to excommunicate them. Órækja and his men do not seem to have moral issues 

attacking a church; however, they hesitate to harm someone of religious authority. The 

vestments are mentioned to be used as a symbol of power outside of a ritual setting.  

 Throughout the rest of Saga, there are a few more mentions of vestments; however, 

they will not be discussed due to their extreme similarities to our previously discussed data. 

No once are vestments mentioned inside of a ritual setting or used for ritual purposes. It 

would seem the narrator of this Saga only mentions vestments when they help convey the 

religious and social authority of those wearing them. 

 
123 McGrew, 370 
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4.2.2 Biskupasǫgur 

 Finally, I wish to investigate instances within various Bishop Sagas. When I first 

began my investigation, I expected these sagas to have the highest frequency of vestment 

mentions. In reality, they were as few and far between as all the other sagas.   

 Þorláks saga Helga is the story of Skálhot Bishop and (later) Saint Þorlák of Iceland 

(1133-1193 C.E). The following quote is taken from the end of his Saga, after the death of 

Þorlák. 

 

“Gizur Hallsson dreyði litlu eptir andlát Þorláks byskups at hann þóttisk sjá hann sitja 

á kirkjunnu í Skálaholti í byskupsskrúða ok blezaði þaðan fólkit. Ok réð hann svá 

þann draum at hann myndi enn vera yfirmaðr sinnar kristni.”124 

  

 “Gizurr Hallsson dreamed a little after the death of Bishop Þorlákr that he seemed to 

see him sitting on the church at skálaholt in his bishop’s robes and he was blessing the 

people  from there. And he interpreted his dream as meaning that he would still be an 

overseer over his church.” 

 

The context of this quote is interesting, as it describes the deceased bishop in the dreams of 

Gizurr Hallsson. There are no specific vestments mentioned; however, the late bishop is 

described as wearing bishop's robes. This is interesting because the narrative happens outside 

of reality (in someone s dreams); thus, it is challenging to determine whether or not the 

vestments are mentioned within or outside of a ritual setting. The dream version of Bishop 

Þorlák is described to be sitting atop Skálholt Church, blessing people inside. While this 

scene is not strictly taking place within reality, the bishop is performing actions usually done 

within a ritual setting; thus, I will regard it as such. I think the purpose of this quote was to 

demonstrate the connection between a person and their role within the Church. Thus they are 

represented in ritual wear because their role in Christianity extends outside of a ritual setting.  

The following quote is from the Biskupasaga of Bishop Pál Jónsson (1155-1211 C.E.) 

 

“Þess er ok skylt at geta at Páll byskup sendi ok margar gjafir vinum sínum útan; bæði 

 váru þat valir ok aðrar gersemar. Hann sendi Þóri erkibyskupi byskupsstaf af tǫnn, 

gǫrvan svá hagliga at engi maðr hafði fyrr sét jafn vel gǫrvan á Íslandi, er smíðat 

 
124 Ásdís Egilsdóttir ed., Biskupa sögur II iin Íslenzk fornrit XVI (Reykjavík: Hið íslenska 

fornritafélag, 2002), 84-5 
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hafðr Margrét  in haga er þá var oddhǫgust allra manna á Íslandi. Þau virus þá bæði 

hjú í Skálaholti er Páll byskup andaðisk, ok hafði Þórir prestr bóndi hennar þá ǫll 

fjárforráð, en hon gerði slíkt allt sem byskup vildi.”125  

 

“This is duty to mention that Bishop Pál sent many gifts to his friends outside; both 

 hawks and other treasures. He sent archbishop Þóre a bishop’s staff of (walrus) tooth, 

 carved so that no man had ever seen one so well carven in Iceland, is constructed as  

 this which Margaret the Skillful had made, who was tenth most skillful carver of all 

folk in Iceland. These two both lived in Skálaholt, when Bishop Páll died, and Þórir 

the priest, her husband, then had all the financial control, but she did all that the 

bishop wanted.” 

  

While the quote does not directly deal with vestments being used by Bishop Pál, it reveals 

information concerning the manufacture of croziers and other religious objects. A carver 

named Margret the Skillfull is credited as being the most skilled carver in Iceland.” The 

quote states that Bishop Pál Jonsson frequently commissioned her to create gifts for other 

Church members. Most notably is the gift of a byskupsstaf, crozier for Archbishop Þóre.  

 Part of what makes vestments so valuable (apart from their connection with rituals) is 

their means of production. As previously discussed, vestments and other religious objects 

were usually made by commissioned artists or ecclesiastical artisans (nuns or monks).126 This 

extract shows at least one means of domestic vestment production within Iceland; early 

Christian Icelanders did not wholly rely on foreign-made ecclesiastical products. In this case, 

ecclesiastical products are being made by local artists using local material. Establishing a 

local means of vestments production is a crucial step in developing an ecclesiastical system. 

From a historiographical perspective, domestic-made products more accurately reflect the 

perspectives of their local contemporary. In relation to this project, domestic-made vestments 

provide more accurate data on how the Icelandic ecclesiastical system developed in 

conjunction with Nordic pre-Christain practices. 

 

 
125Egilsdóttir , 325 
126 Maureen Miller, Clothing the Clergy: Virtue and Power in Medieval Europe c. 800-1200 (Ithaca, 

Cornell University Press, 2014), 31.  
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4.2.3 Literary Conclusion  

 Vestments were mentioned sparingly and were of little consequence to general 

narrative. However, when present, they provided valuable insight into how early Christian 

Icelanders viewed their ritual wear. As expected, the Old Norse sagas gave little in the way of 

visual details.  All but one of the discussed quotes has little to no visual details described. 

Instead, worn vestments were primarily referred to as messufat, mass robes. This shortened 

naming of the vestments indicates a generalized familiarity between the reader and the writer. 

As previously discussed, all medieval Icelandic literature is written nearly two hundred years 

after their narrative events. This means that the literature was recorded by someone familiar 

with Christain vestments because they live in a Christianized society, this further applies to 

the readers. There is no need to visually describe objects and clothing that is considered 

common knowledge in its contemporary. This familiarity with vestments represents the 

expected growth and normality of Christianity in later Icelandic history. With this casualness 

comes a generalized knowledge of Christian archetypes and practices. Since the literature is 

created and consumed within a Christianized culture, there is no need to explain certain 

aspects of the religion. Positions of the religious hierarchy are never explained in the sagas. 

Instead, the readers are expected to know already and understand who and what a bishop is. 

Their role and status are never explained, but they are presented as a character archetype, 

similar to a king or a goði.  

 Whenever vestments are mentioned within a ritual setting, there is notably less care 

put to their descriptions. In the dream scene from Þorlák Saga, where the late bishop is 

described to be wearing bishops clothes.” These instances provide the faintest of detail 

concerning the vestments; thus, their symbolic connection to ritual is not significant to the 

narrative. 

 Contrast this with the specificity given to vestment descriptions in narrative instances 

outside of a ritual setting, and you began to understand how early Christian Icelanders viewed 

Christian ritual wear. I therefore believe on the basis of this evidence that medieval Icelandic 

literature primarily mentions vestments to visually represent bishops' social authority outside 

of a ritual setting.  

 Most instances of quotes only mention vestments outside of a ritual setting. 

In Sturlunga Saga, vestments were only mentioned when a bishop was trying to exercise 

command of the narrative situation, stopping an attack and stopping a legal proceeding. There 

is mention of specific garments in all three instances, such as stoles, mitre, and croziers.” 
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Because of the narrative context, these particular vestments are portrayed as symbols of the 

bishop s power and status within the community. At a glance, it would seem that the primary 

purpose of mention vestments in medieval Iceland literature was done to represent a character 

rather than their role within a ritual setting. 

 

 

4.3 Archaeological Analysis  

4.3.1 Stoles  

 Our first object of analysis is a stole from early thirteenth century (Þjóðminjasafn 

Íslands, 6028 / 1910-128). The stole is part of a small collection of similar pieces, an amice, 

and a maniple, which are assumed to be made by the same artist based on the art style. This 

small collection was from the cathedral at Hólar in Hjaltadalur. The stole is made of red silk 

damask and green and gold embroidery (fig. 22). The piece is divided in two, with a portion 

of the middle section missing. While we do not know the original length of the entire piece, 

the two remaining portions measure to be 104 cm and 70 cm in length. The narrowest 

portions are 7 cm wide, which widens to 14.5 cm at each terminal. 127  

  

 

 The entire piece features rich gold and green embroidery, making the red damask the 

negative background. With the exception of the wider end, embroidered through the whole 

piece is vegetal and geometric patterns. These patterns are repeated down the length of both 

 
127  Elsa E. Guðjónsson, Good bishop's ornament of Guðmundur? Gold-embroidered Mass ornament 

from the cathedral at Hólar in Hjaltadalur”,  Skagfirðingabók. Publications of the Skagfjörður 

Historical Society, 18 (1989), from Sarpur: Icelandic Cultural history database  

Fig 22, Red Stole  
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halves of the stole. They are only interrupted by a short geometric border before the fabric 

widens at its terminal. However, this is only present on one of the halves of the stole (the one 

with Saint Peter). The terminal with Saint Peter seems to have some reconstruction done; the 

embroidered figure of Saint Peter appears to be preserved and transplanted to a newer piece 

of damask. Essentially restoring the fabric for usage while preserving the original art, it is 

unknown when this reconstruction happened.  

 The most notable portions of the stole are the two figures embroidered on either ends. 

At one end is the kneeling figure of Saint Paul, dressed in robes, haloed with a sword in 

hand.128 While the threads on his face are eroding and missing, we know this is Saint Paul 

because of the neighboring inscription of SANCTVS PAVLVS,". Surrounding this imagery 

are decorative detailings that resemble curling vegetal motifs. The other end of the stole is the 

standing figure of Saint Peter. Similar to Saint Paul, Saint Peter is robed and haloed, holding 

his visual attribute: a key.129 Since this embroidered image has been patched to new fabric, 

there is no surrounding decorative features. There is a portion of text to the left of Saint Peter 

that reads SANCTVS.” I am assuming this is a surviving portion of the original label. 

 In terms of data, some information is lost to history. We do not know the original 

length of the stole because of the missing middle section. We also do not know the original 

imagery surrounding Saint Peter, whether it was similar to Saint Paul s or was different. 

Outlining unknown data is important because it sets parameters for what can and cannot be 

theorized. What we can decipher from this stole is that it was made outside of Iceland. The 

National Museum of Iceland reports that the stole and its matching collections are English in 

origin and its materials and styles support this claim. Richly colored fabric and gold 

embroidery were not domestic materials to Iceland but were not wholly unattainable.130 

Evidence for the place of manufacture lies in its particular art style. The stole is categorized 

as Romanesque style. This is characterized by heavy use of vegetal motifs, spiral patterns, 

and biblical subject matter. All of which typically fill and conform to the area available, 

leaving little room for negative space. This is similar to Romanesque manuscript 

illuminations, where there is a focus on details and patterns rather than figures or animals. 

Romanesque was a period of style throughout western European art from the eleventh 

 
128  attributes of Saints, Leslie Ross, Medieval Art: A Topical Dictionary (Connecticut, Greenwood 

Press,1996), 192 
129 Ross, 195 
130 Michéle Hayeur Smith, Rumpelstiltsken s Feat: Cloth and German Trade with Iceland.” AmS-

Skrifter, no. 27 (2019): 114  
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through the mid-twelfth century.131 I would theorize that this stole was not made in Iceland 

due to the combination of its rich medium and strong style characteristics; instead, it was 

made elsewhere and imported. This makes more sense considering the creation of the 

Icelandic Church system was aided and had frequently engaged with foreign parishes.  

 

  

 This next stole is noticeably artistically bare in comparison (Þjóðminjasafn Íslands, 

423 / 1867-65). Found in Skálholt, this stole measures 8.9 cm wide and 16.5 inches at the 

broader ends (fig. 23). This stole is cut into two different pieces made from white silk 

damask, metal threads, and silver. The National Museum of Iceland does not state a definitive 

date of origin; however, they suggest that this stole was made as early as the mid-twelfth to 

the late sixteenth century, an assumption based on its art style.132  

 The entirety of the vestment is unembroidered white silk with faded yellow, purple, 

and red trimming at each of the terminals. Similar to the previous stole, this one is also cut 

into pieces, missing a possible middle section. The most notable features are the silver 

medallions placed throughout the piece. Eight in total, and identical, they are shaped like a 

flower with six petals. In the center of them is the letter S,” in Gothic script. This script is 

the critical element in the dating of the object. Gothic style was the next progression of art 

from medieval western Europe, developing after Romanesque. This style is characterized by 

 
131 Julien Chapuis, Romanesque Art.” In Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History. New York: The 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000 
132  Sarpur: Icelandic Cultural history database, Stóla, 423 / 1867-65, 

https://www.sarpur.is/Adfang.aspx?AdfangID=321536 

Fig. 23, White Stole 
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more stylized geometric vegetal motifs rather than vine-like curls of Romanesque art.133 This 

is seen in the stole s petals of the silver medallion flowers. However, concerning the letter 

s,” there is not enough data to determine the particular font and thus more accurately 

determine the time of manufacture. Specific to this stole is the two loops located at the top” 

of each of the two pieces. Þjóðminjasafn Íslands (National Museum of Iceland) notes that 

their purpose was to be hung on to a matching altar cloth whenever it was not worn.134 This 

issue poses more questions than answers, namely of which is the order of construction. Was 

the piece originally a stole that was later modified to be a part of the altar cloth, or was the 

stole initially part of the altar cloth? Not knowing this information is detrimental to 

understanding who made this stole and who used it.  

   

4.3.2 Chasubles   

 The National Museum of Iceland holds an extensive collection of historical chasubles, 

ranging from the twelfth century to the early twentieth. I have chosen to analyze the two 

oldest chasubles from the collection, as they represent data from the earliest period of 

Christianity in Iceland. It is important to note that the National Museum of Iceland does not 

provide effective sourcing for their provided information. With that in mind, I will still 

consider their data for my analysis, but I will not inherently trust it as fact. 

 The first chasuble I am analyzing is from Skalholt cathedral: its eldest portions dating 

from 1200-1300 C.E (Þjóðminjasafn Íslands, 11923 / 1936-25). Made from red silk velvet, 

linen, silver wire trimming, and leather, the piece has been modified several times in its 

history (fig. 24) . While these improvements make analysis difficult, I feel it is essential to 

discuss this piece in relation to these improvements. Þjóðminjasafn Íslands provides a 

description for this chasuble from Donald King, a textiles specialist from the Victoria and 

Albert Museum. In his investigation, he outlines that the eldest portion of the chasuble is the 

English style sewing of the closure hooks on the front of the garment, dating from the mid to 

 
133 Julien Chapuis, Gothic Art.” In Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History. New York: The Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, 2000 
134  Sarpur, Stóla, 423 / 1867-65 
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late fourteenth century. The rest of the piece is a patchwork of fifteenth-century Italian velvet, 

late thirteen-century English embroidery, and early sixteenth-century Flemish detailing.135 

  

 

 

 

 

Our second chasuble of analysis is from Hólar in northern Iceland (Þjóðminjasafn Íslands 

6027 / 1910-127). The garment is made of red wool fabric with a printed black flower design 

and lined with linen (fig. 25). The National Museum of Iceland dates this piece as being made 

in thirteenth-century England due to its Romanesque style. No other information is given on 

the garment. I still value it as worth including due to the sheer age of the vestment, which 

reflects how early Christian Icelanders valued and used it.136    

 I do not believe that either of these chasubles are by any means a product of Icelandic 

manufacture but rather are a representation of early Christian Icelandic values. While they 

were both foreign made, they were used and valued within Iceland. This demonstrates 

Iceland s connections with foreign Christain communities and their reliance on European 

Christain influences. 

 

 

 
135  Sarpur: Icelandic Cultural history database, Skálholt Hökull, 11923 / 1936-25, 
https://www.sarpur.is/Adfang.aspx?AdfangID=311866 
136  Sarpur: Icelandic Cultural history database, Hólar Chasuble, 6027 / 1910-127, 

https://www.sarpur.is/Adfang.aspx?AdfangID=330985 

Fig. 24, Skálholt Chasuble Fig. 25, Hólar Chasuble 

https://www.sarpur.is/Adfang.aspx?AdfangID=330985
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4.3.3 Croziers  

 The best surviving crozier from the early Christian Iceland period is Bishop Pál 

Jónsson s crozier head Þjóðminjasafn Íslands, Sk-2 / 1954-1-2). Currently housed in the 

Icelandic National Museum, this piece was originally discovered in 1954 inside the tomb of 

the late bishop in Skálholt (fig. 26). The item is 12.5 centimeters tall, is made out of carved 

walrus ivory, and is dated from 1211 C.E.137 

 From the composition of this piece, we can infer that it 

is a western-style crozier by how its head mostly resembles 

that of a shepherd s crook. The terminal of the crooked end is 

carved to look like an animal head, with detailed lips, teeth, 

and lower jaw reconnecting with the central axis. From this 

information, we can summarize that the entire sculpture was 

carved from one singular piece rather than two separately 

carved pieces attached. That means the negative space created 

by the crooked beast was carved out from a single piece of 

walrus ivory. With this information, we can somewhat 

imagine the size and dimensions of the original walrus tusk.   

 Attached to the dangerous mount end of this beast is a 

relief sculpture of a smaller animal. It seems to be caught in 

the jaws of the beast and is twisting its head in pain. It is difficult to determine the exact 

species of either animal. However, based on the figure s apparent meekness, hoofed legs, and 

rounder body, one can assume that it could be a sheep. Neither animal have carved texture 

detailing or paint; however, both are presented in profile with open jaws. Towards the bottom 

end of the central axis, about three centimeters below this conjunction is a section of ivory 

with a wider circumference than the rest of the piece. This section is about two centimeters 

tall and less than a centimeter wider than the central axis. However, this portion is eroded, 

where one can see another relief sculpture of an unspecific animal in profile. This one is 

similar in size to the prey/sheep, but has a tail, pointed ear, and pawed feet. Unfortunately, 

the relief sculpture imagery on the rest of this wider portion has been eroded. However, one 

could assume that more relief carvings encompassed this wider section.  

 
137  Sarpur: Icelandic Cultural history database, Bagall, Sk-2 / 1954-1-2, 

https://www.sarpur.is/Adfang.aspx?AdfangID=467336  

Fig. 26 Bishop Pàls crozier 

https://www.sarpur.is/Adfang.aspx?AdfangID=467336
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 As important as it is to examine what we see, it is equally important to outline what 

we cannot see. This is done to prevent ourselves from making distracting assumptions. Only 

the crozier heads remain; the rest of the staff is unaccounted for; thus, we do not know the 

actual height of the complete crozier. We also do not know the piece's original condition, 

whether it was painted or included more detailed carvings. There is no artist mark or 

signature to precisely indicate who made the crozier.  

 Given the object's age and our general lack of medieval Nordic knowledge, I wish to 

stress the specialness of knowing the crozier's original owner. In the case of this object, it 

should be noted that to know the original owner is even rarer and that it may be helpful in 

possibly identifying the artist.   

 The sculpture style of this piece is Romanesque. The animal figures in profile 

characterize this despite being a sculpture in the round. Furthermore, the animal figures' 

features are elongated, and the piece features relief sculpture imagery that conforms to the 

space available, leaving little room for negative space.  

 

  Our final artifact of analysis is an 

eastern Tau-style crozier from the mid-

eleventh century (Þjóðminjasafn Íslands, 

15776 / 1957-39). Similar to Bishop Pàls 

crozier, only the head of the tool remains. 

This piece was found in an archaeological 

dig a Þingvellir in 1957 (fig. 27) The bronze 

crozier head measures 5 centimeters in 

height and 8 centimeters in width, able to fit 

within the palm of one’s hand.138 

 

 

 The composition of the crozier head categorizes it as an eastern Tau-style, with its 

similarity to the Greek letter t” shape and its vertical symmetry. The mirroring terminals curl 

inwards towards the central axis of the structure rather than ending bluntly. This creates a ram 

horns shape to the piece's overall composition. The insides of the curled terminals are carved 

 
138  Sarpur: Icelandic Cultural history database, Tákross, 15776 / 1957-39, 

https://www.sarpur.is/Adfang.aspx?AdfangID=328704  

Fig. 26 Thingvellir Crozier  

https://www.sarpur.is/Adfang.aspx?AdfangID=328704
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to look like animal heads, similar to the main monster-animal on bishop Pál s crozier. While 

this is a sculpture in the round, the animal heads can only be viewed in profile due to the 

piece's flatness. Symmetrically identical, both heads are elongated to ribbon-like proportions 

and have almond-shaped eyes and tendrils with tightly curled terminals. In the mouths of the 

beasts appear to be what looks like leaves or an eroded portion of the animal s face. 

 Besides these two bestial heads, the rest of the object is devoid of artistic decoration. 

The rest of the object is relatively smooth, with minimal rusting and erosion. I am unsure if 

this is because of the nature of the medium or its condition for preservation. In any case, the 

only portion of the crozier head that shows signs of erosion or distress is the heads of the 

beasts. Even so, they have not eroded past the point of identification.  

 Still connected to the bottom of the crozier head is a wooden fragment speculated to 

be a portion of the original staff. If only the crozier head remains then, we do not know the 

original height or shape of the object. While it was found in Þingvellir, we do not know the 

original owner of this crozier nor the manufacture. However, it can be assumed that the 

crozier was used by one of the first Icelandic bishops because of the objects dating.  

 Finally, I wish to discuss the specific art style of this piece. In quick summary, there 

are six different types of medieval Scandinavian art styles. Each style is distinct and is 

categorized by usage date and motifs, such as shapes and composition. The art type carved on 

this Icelandic crozier head is known as Urnes Style, named after the carved portal of the 

infamous Urnes stave church in Norway. This style is characterized by animalistic motifs that 

feature elongated and curved bodily portions in profile, almond-shaped eyes, decorative 

tendrils, and tightly curled terminals. The Urnes style is contemporary to mid-eleventh to the 

mid-twelfth centuries and is considered the last” of the Viking art styles.139 This further 

legitimizes the object s date of origin as being from the eleventh century.  

 

4.4 Conclusion  

 It is vital to mention that the surviving artifacts I have discussed do not represent the 

entirety of those in usage during Medieval Iceland. Instead, they represent what has survived 

the test of time, whether that be luck in preservation or valued in care.  

 
139 Jonas Lau Markussen, Viking Art- Introduction (Self publish, 2016), 
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 A critical factor in an objects analysis is its origin of manufacture. Determining an 

object's location of creation helps us analyze the object s relationship with its final destination 

culture (its current holdings). From an archaeological and art historical perspective, an object 

is a product of its local culture, representing their values and needs. A displaced object, 

referring to an object made in one location but used and valued in another, represents the 

destination culture s relationship with the culture of origin and the object itself. In terms of 

early Christain Icelandic vestments, domestically made ones represent Iceland s localized 

versions of Christianity. At the same time, imported vestments represent the relationship 

between Early Christain Icelanders and their foreign Christian influences. 

 The first vestment of discussion was the red stole from in Hólar, dated 1200 C.E. The 

National Museum of Iceland states that this piece was made in England and was later 

imported to Iceland. I am inclined to believe this because of the stole s materials and artistic 

style. The embroidery art is distinctly Romanesque, a style not widely used in medieval 

Iceland. Furthermore, materials such as red silk and gold embroidery threads were not 

domestically made products of early thirteenth century Iceland.140 This data overwhelmingly 

concludes that this stole and its matching counterparts were not made in Iceland but 

imported. Regardless of where the object was made, I surmise that those at Hólar understood 

and treated this vestment as both religiously and monetarily valuable. This piece represents 

early Christain Icelander s value of foreign Christian influences.  I think this conclusion can 

also be applied to the two discussed chasubles. While there was a significant lack of reliable 

information regarding either of them, I agree with the National Museum of Iceland that 

neither were domestically made. The chasuble from Hólar is noticeably more challenging to 

analyze due to its significant lack of material. The entire piece is made of red wool with 

printed black flowers. While wool was a traditional product of Iceland, the technique and 

style of the printed flowers were not native to the island country.141Textile printing 

technology was not used in medieval Iceland; neither was the Romanesque style of black 

flowers.142 Both the style and technique used to create this chasuble more closely resemble 

medieval English customs. From what little information there is about chasuble from 

 
140 Smith, 108 
141 Marianne Vedeler, Silk trade to Scandinavia in the Viking Age”, In Textiles and the Medieval 

Economy: Production, Trade, and Consumption of Textiles, 8th–16th Centuries, (Oxford: Oxbow 

Books, 2015) 
142 Smith, 108 
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Skálholt, I still believe it is enough to surmise that it was not made in Iceland. The patchwork 

of textile art is made of materials not native to Iceland; this is doubly so for its art styles. 

While this particular chasuble most likely was not native to Iceland, it represents the foreign 

influences that helped establish Christianity in Iceland. This chasuble is preserved enough to 

represent that medieval Icelanders cared for it and valued it as gifts from foreign 

churches.The only textile vestment I theorize to be made in Iceland is the white stole from 

Skálholt. There is no confirmed date of origin, but one can be summed from its art styling. 

The silver flower medallion sewn onto the stole is gothic in style, meaning that the piece 

could be from a date range of the early twelfth century to the late sixtieth century. 

Nevertheless, this does not provide evidence for where the stole was made. The National 

Museum of Iceland believes it to be made in Iceland, but they do not explain why they 

assume such.Given that the base of the garment is made of silk, a textile not native to Iceland, 

I would argue that this stole was most like not of Icelandic production. As for the analysis of 

art style, there is very little to investigate. Unlike the previous textile vestments, there is no 

embroidery to analyze. Overall there seems to be more evidence leading the stole to be an 

imported product than one made domestically. So why discuss this stole at all? This piece is 

vital to the project because it displays the stylistic range in early Christain Icelandic 

vestments. While all of the previous data have featured heavily embroidered artistic style, this 

one is left blank. This demonstrates that early Christian Icelanders probably favored densely 

embroidered vestments but were not opposed to more simplistic variations.  

 Overall, there is little evidence to prove that the early Icelandic Church had produced 

their own textile vestments until the sixteenth century. These surviving vestments were the 

result of a robust ecclesiastical gift exchange system with foreign churches. This makes sense 

considering that an array of foreign bishops visited Iceland to aid in establishing Christianity 

in the island country. Furthermore, this makes even more sense given their monetary value. 

Since these objects were made by skillful persons, using high-value materials, and were 

imported: owning such objects was a clear symbol of one s wealth or rather the Church s 

wealth. Take into consideration the manner in which textile vestments are regarded in 

medieval Icelandic literature. They are mentioned in moments where the narrative is stressing 

the social status and power of bishops. What better displays the social power of someone than 

wearing an expensive garment? 

 Unlike the majority of the textile vestments, both discussed croziers provide 

significantly more information to analyze. The crozier head of bishop Pál is arguably the 
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most intriguing object of this chapter. It is more than reasonable to assume that this crozier 

head was a domestic product of early Christian Iceland. Unique to this piece is the amount of 

information attached to it. We can definitively claim that bishop Pál Jónsson owned this 

crozier because it was found within his tomb at Skálholt. Knowing the original owner of a 

medieval Icelandic artifact is rare; it is even more extraordinary that we could know the artist 

who created it. Back in the literary analysis of this chapter, there is a quote from bishop Pál s 

bishopasugar that discusses an artist by the name of Margret the skillful. (not sure if I should 

re-insert the quote) She is credited with being the best walrus ivory carver in Iceland and is 

mentioned to have done many works at bishop Pál s request. I do not believe that it is a mere 

coincidence that Margret the Skillful is mentioned in connection with a bishop that had a 

walrus ivory crozier head. If my theory is true, then bishop Pál s crozier head is one of the 

oldest domestically produced vestments of early Christain Iceland.  

 Let us turn our attention to the Eastern Tau-style crozier head found in Þingvellir. The 

primary evidence for the crozier s location of origin lies in its art style. As previously 

discussed, the imagery on the crozier head is that of the Urnes art style. Which is the 

youngest of the Viking art styles: dating from the mid-eleventh to the mid-twelfth century. 

Essentially this crozier is a Christain object rendered in a Nordic pre-Christian style, a 

physical representation of both faiths. This is the only vestment artifact I have found to 

represent both Christianity and Norse paganism. What makes this piece even more unique is 

the style of the crozier. As previously stated, eastern tau-style croziers were primarily used 

but were not exclusive to eastern Europe. So how does an eastern-style crozier make its way 

to Iceland so early in its conversion? I believe their answer lies in the Íslendingabók. 

  

“Þessi eru nǫfn byskupa þeira, er verit hafa á Íslandi útlendir at sǫgu Teits: Friðrekr 

kom í  heiðni hér, en þessir váru síðan: Bjarnharðr enn bókvísi fimm ár, Kolr fá ár. 

Hróðólfr nítján ár, Jóhan enn írski fá ár, Bjarnharðr nítján ár, Heinrekr tvau ár. Enn 

kvómu hér aðrir fimm, þeir es byskupar kváðust vera: Ǫrnólfr ok Goðiskálkr ok þrír 

ermskir: Pétrús ok Ábrahám ok Stéphánús.”143 

 

"These are the names of the bishops who have been foreigners in Iceland according to 

 Teit's story: Friðrekr came to paganism here, but these were since: Bjarnharðr still a 

 bookwise for five years, Kolr for a few years. Hróðólfr nineteen years, Jóhan still Irish 

 few years, Bjarnharðr nineteen years, Heinrekr two years. Five more came here, the 

ones the bishops said to be: Ǫrnólfr and Godiskalk and three Armenians: Peter and 

Abraham and Stephen. " 

 
143 Jakob Benediktsson, ed., Íslendingabók  in Íslenzk fornrit I. (Reykjavík: Hið i  lenzka 

fornritafélag, 1986.), 18. 
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After Iceland s legal Christianization, several visiting foreign bishops traveled to Iceland to 

aid the creation of a domestic ecclesiastical system. Of those mentioned in Íslendingabók 

, three were reported to be Armenian. The crozier style most prevalent in medieval Armenia 

is a rendition of the eastern tau crozier featuring snake-like imagery. My theory is that these 

three Armenian bishops are to credit for inspiring the creation of this crozier head.  

5 Chapter V: Conclusion  

 

 Material culture is the physical manifestation of a culture s wants and needs, whether 

out of necessity or pleasure. Ritual wear is simply a portion of the material culture of both 

social and religious rituals. They assist in the transformation into a ritual setting by preparing 

the ritual specialists and indicating to the audience that the ritual performance is about to 

begin. Simply, ritual wear best represents a culture s attitudes towards what they considered 

sacred. With that being said, we can then infer that ritual wear can reflect the development of 

a religion. This project aims to assess the degree to which the Nordic pre-Christian religion

affected the development of early Icelandic Christian ritual wear. For the sake of 

organization, this analysis was divided into three phases.  

 In the first section (Chapter 2), we had sought to identify ritual wear of Nordic pre-

Christian practices. Simply put, there does not seem to be a standardization of ritual wear 

since the Nordic Pre-Christian religion was never centralized or organized. Literary mentions 

of ritual wear are rare and usually provide little to no detail concerning clothing or objects 

used in ritual. Rather, medieval Icelandic literature focuses less on clothing and more on 

objects and tools, such as masks and staffs. While masks and other headgear are never 

mentioned in literature, I would still consider them a type of ritual wear based on their high 

capacity for performance in ritual drama and their widespread usage in ritual imagery 

throughout the medieval world. On the other hand, I do not believe there to be enough 

evidence to consider rings to be a type of ritual wear.  

 From both literature and archaeological evidence, magic staffs are the most 

appropriate objects to be considered a type of Nordic pre-Christain ritual wear. From the 

literature, we understand that the seiðrstafr is a universal symbol of a seiðr ritual specialist. 

Since objects associated with magic are difficult to identify in archaeology, each of the 

supposed magical staffs discussed in this chapter were theorized to be such based on their 
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similarity to the physical description of the seiðrstafr in Eiríks saga rauða. As previously 

stated, since there was no standardization in Nordic pre-Christian practices, there is no reason 

to expect all magical staffs to look identical to each other. Although there are significant 

artistic differences between each discussed staff, by studying this collection in total, we can 

notice similarities that may help identify future founds staffs. These features include but are 

not limited to; a handle section (although we cannot definitively say these objects were held 

by their handles), a single pointed end, central iron shaft, bronze knobs (both functional and 

ornamental), and apparent artistic personalization. Since every staff is artistically different 

from another, it is easy to assume owning such an object was a matter of status and wealth. 

It is also crucial to state that some staffs featured purposeful drilled holes from which other 

objects could be attached or hung (Bj, 845 staff and Kinta staff) While we do not know how 

these staffs were used in ritual, we know that these staffs had the ability to include elements 

of movement and possibly sound, enhancing their capacity for performance.  

 As predicted, the lack of standardization in pre-Christian Nordic practices makes 

identifying ritual wear challenging to conceptualize. Items like masks, headgear, and staffs 

can be used in combination with other worn clothing, as they occupy major focal points of 

identification, i.e., the face and hands. Since these are merely accessories with an enhanced 

performative capacity, there is more a focus on their inherent magicalness'; thus, they serve 

more as symbolic accessories of a ritual specialist rather than as required tools of ritual.  

 The subsequent section (Chapter 3) on European Christian ritual wear is intended to 

serve as a benchmark of comparison for the final portion of this project. Within medieval 

Christianity, ritual wear is known as liturgical vestments, and they are only worn during 

rituals. Since there is a significant lack of scholarship concerning the origin of vestments, this 

chapter only outlined individual garments and tools used most commonly by medieval 

Christians. As expected, there is a significantly more substantial degree of standardization 

throughout medieval Christian Europe, with the exception of a few regional variations.  

 In contrast with Nordic pre-Christian practices, medieval vestments focused more on 

the entire outfit of the ritual specialist. Undergarments such as the alb are undecorated and 

arguably an essential garment in the transformation of ritual setting. It serves as a symbolic 

clean sheet” for the individual to transform into the ritual specialist. The rest of the textile 

vestments, such as the chasuble, stole, cope and mitre, are rich decorated and serve a more 

symbolic purpose within rituals. They are made from usually expensive fabrics and often 

incorporate gold and silver embellishments. This is meant to represent the wealth and power 
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of the medieval Christian church. The heavy artistic variations in each individual garment 

suggest they could have been regarded as commissioned art pieces.  

 Regarding this project, it seems the most common form of ritual wear is a ritual staff. 

This is called a crozier in Christianity, which is more commonly used by higher-ranking 

Christian ritual specialists. While we do not know the exact origins of the crozier, we do 

know they appear in several styles. The western-style crozier closely resembles a shepherd's 

crook, and the eastern-style crozier is shaped like the Greek letter Tau. While their region of 

origin identifies these two styles, they are not exclusive to them; both styles can be found 

throughout Europe. As previously mentioned, croziers are similar to textile vestments as they 

both could be considered art pieces made from expensive materials. The focal point of a 

crozier is its head, which is usually sculpted from a singular medium and rests upon a tall 

staff. When used in ritual, the staff is held upright, with the crozier head at the same height or 

taller than the ritual specialist holding it. This is done so that the crozier head is visible to 

everyone in attendance at the ritual. The principal shape of the crozier head is carved in the 

round, either a shepherd's hook or a Tau shape, then smaller details are then shallowly carved 

unto this shape. European crozier heads are highly detailed and yet are usually the size of the 

average human hand. Like some pre-Christain Nordic magic staffs, some European croziers 

feature small purposeful holes where other objects could be attached to or hung. This means 

that they also have the ability to incorporate elements of movement and possibly sound, 

enhancing their capacity for performance. Similar to Nordic pre-Christain ritual wear, 

European vestments seemed to serve both a symbolic and performative purpose; calling equal 

attention to the ritual wear object and the ritual specialist.  

 Finally, the last section of this project was a survey of surviving early Christian 

Icelandic ritual wear in both written and archaeological sources. While medieval Icelandic 

literature is written from an anachronistic perspective, they reveal how early Christain 

Icelanders regarded vestments in their contemporary. In the Sagas, vestments (both textile 

and staffed) were mostly mentioned outside of a ritual setting, most often when a bishop was 

attempting to exercise social authority while outside a religious setting. It seems that 

whenever vestments are mentioned, they are done so with the purpose of reminding the 

reader of the characters social and ecclesiastical role; rather than to symbolize their role 

within ritual. I argue that this is somewhat similar to how seiðr and other Nordic pre-

Christain ritual specialists are regarded concerning magic staffs. Within Medieval Icelandic 
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literature, ritual wear serves more of a symbolic function representing a character type than 

ritual.  

 Despite textile vestments being richly decorated with expensive detailing, this fact is 

never mentioned in literature. Furthermore, individual types of textile vestments are rarely 

described individually or in detail. This makes sense when you consider that the saga writers 

were writing for an audience already familiar with Christian vestments; thus, there is no need 

to provide an in-depth physical description. As for the archaeological evidence, textile 

garments were not dissimilar to those found in Europe. In fact, most of the earliest known 

Icelandic vestments were not domestically made but instead were imported. This makes sense 

considering most of the materials to make these richly decorated garments were not available 

in medieval Iceland. However, this is disappointing because these vestments do no reflect any 

domestic characteristics of the newly developing ecclesiastical system. Rather they represent 

the relationship and the reliance early Christian Icelanders had with foreign bishops and 

churches.  

Unlike textile vestments, early Christain Icelandic croziers were made and used domestically. 

The most significant of these examples is bishop Pál s crozier, which through the help of 

literature, can be traced back to a specific artist. I wish to stress again the rarity of possibly 

identifying the artist of a medieval Icelandic object. With this knowledge, we can positively 

determine that this crozier head is a product of the early Christian Icelandic Church and thus 

represents their material culture. As for the Icelandic Tau crozier, while we do not know who 

made or used this object. We can guess that it was most likely made in Iceland due to its 

Nordic artistic style and material.  

 The artistic styles of the Icelandic crozier heads are more stylistically simplistic than 

their European counterparts. Both ivory crozier heads from the British Museum feature more 

intricate artistic features, such as the inclusion of texture detail (see the texture markings on 

sheep from the western European crozier and the patterned knotwork on the European tau 

crozier). Such artistic complexity is not present in the Icelandic crozier heads. This 

simplification is also represented in the crozier heads' overall size. The Icelandic croziers are 

noticeably smaller in scale than that of their European counterparts. (fig. 28). This is not to 

say that the Icelander crozier heads are of lesser artistic value; instead, they represent 

Iceland s more reserved approach to vestment styles. I fervently wish to point out a feature 

that is not present on the Icelandic croziers. As previously discussed, the European tau crozier 

(from chapter 3) and two of the magic staffs (from chapter 2; ) display evidence of objects 
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being attached to or hung from these ritual staffs. The inclusion of hanging objects adds an 

element of movement and sound to the crozier and thus contribute to their performance 

capacity within a ritual setting. As for either Icelandic crozier heads, there is no evidence to 

support the inclusion of this feature. As well preserved as they are, neither of the Icelandic 

crozier heads shows any evidence of objects attached to or hung from them. The exclusion of 

this feature removes a potential element for movement and sound, which, by extension, 

lessens the objects capacity for performance. 

 I theorize this was done with the purpose of distancing themselves from pre-Christian 

practices. By reducing the performance capacity of the croziers, early Christian Icelanders 

had changed the focal point of ritual from that of the ritual object to that of the ritual 

specialist. This is also evident in the simplification of artistic complexity. In short, less 

decorated objects do not draw the eye as strongly as more decorated objects. In terms of ritual 

wear, Early Christain Icelanders placed more of the focal focus on embellished textile 

vestments than on ritual staffs, thus distancing themselves from the Nordic pre-Christain 

practice of magical staffs. On the other hand, by decreasing the performative capacity of 

croziers, they become more symbolic than functional within a ritual setting; this is similar to 

how Nordic pre-Christian ritual wear serves as symbolic accessories.  

Fig. 27, approximate size graph, by Chandler Martin 
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 In the end, it seems that early Christian Icelanders stylistically had developed 

somewhat conservatively in response to Nordic pre-Christian practices. They sought to 

distance themselves from the highly performative nature of magical staffs and masks. 

However, whilst doing so, regarded vestments as less of a ritual tool and more as symbolic 

accessories, similar to Nordic pre-Christian ritual wear. In terms of separation, this was two 

steps forward and one step back. 
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